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TO: MEMBERS OF THE PROCESS SIMULATION AND CONTROL PROJECT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Attached for your review are the Status Reports for the projects to be discussed at the
Process Simulation and Control Project Advisory Committee meeting scheduled for April
5, 1991, in Atlanta.
We look forward to seeing you on April 5. Best regards.
Sincerely yours,
James D. Rushton, Group Leader
Process Simulation and Control Group
Attachment
JDR/at
w Institute of Paper Science and Technology, Inc.
575 14th Street, N.W.
*tlanta, GA 30318
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PROJECT 3576 STATUS REPORT 4/91
PROJECT SUMMARY FORM
DATE: April 5, 1991
PROJECT NO. 3576: MAPPS Support
PROJECT LEADER: James D. Rushton
IPST GOAL
The goal of this project is to provide periodic upgrades of MAPPS to qualified users,
maintenance of the computer code and documentation, and MAPPS user support as
required.
OBJECTIVE




















SUMMARY OF RESULTS SINCE LAST REPORT 
Although the continuing development of PATs has sparked a significant number of 
inquiries about .MAPPS, no additional licensees have been added since early 1990. 0
However, our agent in Chile, Kirk King, has finally been successful in "selling" a d
MAPPS license to a yet-to-be-named pulp and paper company and Kirk reports that there 
is the potential for perhaps two other licenses there. In addition, Gary Jones'
efforts in Australia resulted in the opening of "negotiations" for a MAPPS license for
Australian Newsprint Mills Limited. ANM promises to work closely with IPST and the 0
Australian Pulp and Paper Institute on the development of a "millwide" MAPPS model in *
return for special pricing considerations.
Work on the further development and validation of Performance Attributes has continued
as discussed in a separate project summary report (Project 3471) included as a part of 
this document. 
MAPPS was demonstrated at the TAPPI 1991 Process Control Conference in Orlando from
March 3 - 7. In addition to the new Lahey MAPPS 4.0 version we demonstrated at the
last PAC, we also demonstrated a millwide application of a MAPPS continuous digester ·
model. For the millwide demonstration, we integrated MAPPS with Oil Systems, Inc.'s 
PI System, a realtime information and analysis system. PI and MAPPS were set up to
run on a VAXstation 3100 (on loan from DEC) under DEC Windows and the setup was
further enhanced by the use of a 386 PC as a terminal to provide additional user
flexibility. (See Project 3688). ·
Work has also continued on a new release of MAPPS (MAPPS 4.0) and a number of other
projects involving applications of MAPPS were initiated. These project are discussed





MAPPS (Modular Analysis of Pulp and Paper Systems) is a process simulation program
which can be used to model any pulp and paper process system and provide the user with
a complete material and energy balance of the system. The first commercial version of
MAPPS was released to the public in 1984. Since that time, numerous modifications,
"fixes," or additions to the code have been made, resulting in the release of several
upgraded versions of MAPPS, the latest being Version 3.2.
In addition to the obvious changes to the computer code, each upgraded release of
MAPPS usually requires substantial revisions to the documentation manuals before the
new code and documentation can be issued to users who renew their maintenance contract
(yearly) or to newly licensed users.
As with any other software products, new users or users modeling a new process
application often request assistance from the IPST Process Simulation and Control
Group (PS&C). Support for such user requests, the planned release of a 4.0 Version of
MAPPS, and other related MAPPS support issues are discussed below:
RELEASE OF MAPPS 4.0
The PS&C Group plans to release a new version of MAPPS (Version 4.0) sometime in the
second quarter of 1991. Because the existing MAPPS documentation is rather outmoded,
the format, as well as the content, of the MAPPS manuals will be completely revised.
This will require the following:
1 . Upgrading of the code to include the "frozen"form of Performance Attribute (PAT)
Modeling (See Project No. 3471).
2. Revision of the Module Documentation Manual to include new PAT modules and
revisions to existing modules to accommodate PAT's. The new Module User's Guide
~* will contain the module worksheets and the minimum information required by the
~* ~ user to fill them out.
3. A new Module Technical Guide will be added to complement the Module User's Guide.
It will contain a detailed explanation of the mathematical relationships on which
individual modules are based and will, as closely as possible, follow the same
~* outline as the source code itself.
4. Revision of the existing User's Guide to document the use of PAT's and to include
numerous process models (flowsheet, MAPPS block diagram, process and MAPPS module
description, and data input file) illustrating MAPPS applications.
5. Revision of the Programmer's Guide to include the documentation of PAT's.
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With the inclusion of PAT's, the MAPPS code has increased considerably in complexity 
and size. For PC versions of the 4.0 Release, the size of the executable code must
either be controlled by "overlaying," by limiting the block/stream matrix, or by
excluding some of the process/utility modules. Alternately, new operating systems
could be considered, at the expense of requiring MAPPS users to upgrade their 
hardware/ software systems.
IPST used the services of Dr. James Mahaffey of the Georgia Tech Research Institute
(GTRI) to study the above alternatives. As a result of this study, a decision was
made to use a memory extender program to eliminate the need for overlays and to allow 
the incorporation of #MIP, our standalone file builder program, into MAPPS. Using the 
Lahey operating system, a software package which allows programs operating in a DOS
environment to address extended memory, Dr. Mahaffey was successful in integrating the
pMIP code into the MAPPS executive. With this version, a user can create new files or
edit existing files with MIP or the old MAPPS "line editor" and can switch between the
two editors interactively. New printing and file handling features were also added to
enhance the use of MAPPS.
The "downside" for the Lahey version is that it will only run on a 386 micro with a
minimum of 2 MBs of ram and, of course, the Lahey operating system software must be
included on the machine (approximate cost $1000). Consequently, as an alternative to
the Lahey version, we can supply an"overlay" version of MAPPS for PC users with a
standard DOS operating system. The overlay version will include all of the new MAPPS
modules and will have full PAT Modeling capability. However, it will not include the ·
MIP editor and, depending on the amount of RAM available, there will be limitations on
the maximum number of modules and streams that can be used in a simulation model.
MAPPS FOR OS/2 AND UNIX OPERATING SYSTEMS
As a "spin-off" from the effort to interface MAPPS with IBM's RPMS (see Project 3688),
a PAT's version of MAPPS is now running on a IBM PS/2 386 machine with an OS/2
operating system. If requested, we will supply an executable OS/2 version of MAPPS to
licensed users for $ 500. However, we will not provide direct support for this
version and the $ 500 fee would have to be paid for any future upgrade of MAPPS as
well (in addition to other applicable fees).
We also have an executable version of MAPPS running on our Unisys UNIX based machine
at the IPST and, most likely, this version would be portable to other UNIX operating
systems. As with OS/2, we can supply an executable UNIX version for $ 500 but we will 0
nIIU' UoJUI v , iL. 
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MAINTENANCE ISSUES
There have been no "generic" maintenance problems since the last report. The
MAPPS-Talk Bulletin Board is now operating and we have added a new bulletin listing
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the "official" contact person for each
of our user companies or institutions which granted us permission to use their names.
The new telephone number for the board is 404/853-9605. If you would like to use the
bulletin board and do not currently have a permission code, please call Rex Skifstad
at 404/853-9771.
USERS GROUP MEETING
The "Fall" Users Group Meeting was held on December 19, 1990 prior to the last PAC
meeting on December 20. We demonstrated an early version of the new Lahey code and
received a number of constructive comments from the users present. If economically
feasible, we plan to include these requested features, particulary new file handling
capabilities, in the new release.
GRAPHICAL INTERFACE FOR MAPPS
A potential graphical interface was demonstrated to the Users Group at the 1990 Spring
Meeting by Glenn Gregg of Scientific Atlanta. The interface was received positively
by the users present but considerable work remains to be done before a commercially
viable version of a "MAPPS Model Builder" could be offered to users. To date, IPST
has no budget to fund such a development.
After the new release of MAPPS and effort will be made to resurrect the Scientific
Atlanta proposal and present it to our MAPPS users to determine if there is interest
in funding the effort. This proposal could be split into three phases, (1) Phase I -
completion of MAPPS Model Builder, a stand-alone graphical MAPPS file builder, (2)
Phase II - development of an integrated package to build files, execute simulations,
and present results graphically on a process flowsheet, and (3) Phase III -
development of a results evaluation package using either existing spreadsheet or
database programs or a new spreadsheet/database program integrated into the program
developed for Phase II. Such a proposal would also suggest methods by which companies
contributing to the initial funding can recoup their financial commitment if IPST
licensed the newly developed programs to other companies.
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JOINT DEVELOPMENT WITH SACDA
An agreement has been reached with SACDA Inc. for a joint IPST/SACDA development 
effort to integrate a library of MAPPS modules into the simulation programs marketed 
by SACDA, such as MASSBAL, TRAINER, etc. Per this agreement, IPST has granted a MAPPS
license to SACDA to make it possible for them to convert MAPPS code to their code
format. In return, IPST will receive a royalty fee from SACDA for each program
licensed to a third party which includes MAPPS modules.
The developmental work required for this effort, with the exception of some very
limited consultation, will be borne by SACDA, Inc. To date, no release date for any
SACDA program containing MAPPS Module Libraries has been scheduled.
DOE PROJECTS
Our proposal to the DOE, "Optimizing Fiber Processing in the Pulp and Paper Industry,"
has gotten good "press" but, to date, has not been funded. We expect no action on
this proposal in the near future.
The DOE has funded our proposal, the "Development and Demonstration of the Use of a
Modular Dynamic Thermo-Mechanical Pulpmill Simulation Model to Develop Energy
Reduction Strategies," to the International Energy Agency. See Project 3688, RELATED
PROJECTS for further discussion of this project.
STUDENT RESEARCH
Current MAPPS-related student research projects are:
1. Eugene Ochalek. Gene has completed his A-190 project entitled, "A Feasibility
Study: The Dynamic Future of MAPPS." The deliverable from this A-190 was a
"rough draft" of the code for a continuous stirred-tank reactor which can be 
developed into a MAPPS module. With the inclusion of a CSTR module and a "plug
flow" module yet to be developed, MAPPS will have a pseudo-dynamic capability
similar to that of competing programs such as GEMS and FlowCalc.
2. Norren Jonason. Norren's A-190 is scheduled for completion in spring 1992 and is
entitled, "Development and Validation of a Modular Steady State TMP Pulpmill
Simulation." The project is designed to provide the technical background for
,^Vel.Gp,, 1 1 run.** * . Jdsvlopilent ofv a TPr process optimizatiuI rLrateyy based on eneryy usage and
product quality considerations. Norren will set up a MAPPS model of the TMP
process which will become the basis for development of the MAPPS/MASSBAL millwide
model to be used for the DOE/IEA project (See Project 3688, RELATED PROJECTS).
I
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3. Karen Gibson. Karen's A-190 is scheduled for completion in spring 1992 and is
entitled, "Development of an Expert System Advisor for a TMP Pulpmill
Simulation." Karen will work closely with Norren to provide the background and
initial development of a prototype expert system that can be incorporated into
the DOE/IEA project.
4. Pirkko Petaia. Pirkko's A-190 is scheduled for completion in June 1991 and is
entitled, "Simulation of Linerboard Compressive Strength Properties." The project
will provide the technical background required for the investigation of the
process and quality parameters that influence linerboard production. Pirkko will
set up a MAPPS model of a specific paper machine configuration which will serve
as the starting point for future project work.
5. Mavank Chaturvedi. Mayank is an MS candidate at Western Michigan University and
his co-advisors are Gary Jones (IPST) and Nick Triantafillopoulos (WMU). He is
working to develop a MAPPS module to simulate color matching for a wide variety
of dyes and to predict tri-stimulus values and full spectral reflectance curves
for dyed papers. Mayank will use the WMU pilot paper machine to validate the
MAPPS model.
6. David Standerfer. David is also an MS candidate at WMU and is co-advised by Gary
and Nick. He is developing a MAPPS model to predict coat weight as a function of
blade loading, stiffness, thickness, and angle; fluid viscosity; backing roll






































PROJECT 3688 STATUS REPORT 4/91
PROJECT SUMMARY FORM
DATE: April 5, 1991
PROJECT NO. 3688: Millwide MAPPS
PROJECT LEADER: JAMES D. RUSHTON
IPST GOAL
The goal of this project is to demonstrate how MAPPS can be integrated with a process
management/information and distributed control system, i.e., a typical pulp and paper
industry millwide network, to provide assistance to operators and managers in the
analysis, optimization, and control of process systems.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the project is to develop MAPPS applications for millwide systems.
For such applications, MAPPS will be configured to read "realtime" process data from a
millwide network, run a simulation, and write predicted material and energy balance
data and product quality data back to the millwide database. The realtime process
data can be obtained from a management information system (MIS) such as IBM's Realtime
Plant Management System (RPMS) or Oil Systems, Inc.'s Plant Information (PI) System.
Alternately, in the absence of an MIS, the realtime data could be obtained directly
from the mill's distributed control system (DCS). In a similar manner, predicted
process and quality data from the simulation model can be written back to the MIS or
DCS database for presentation to the operator/manager via existing or new graphical
and tabular screen displays.
CURRENT FISCAL BUDGET: $ 50,000
-9- 0
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, pulp and paper industry applications of process simulation have been
limited, primarily because of hardware/ software constraints, to the domain of the 0
process and research engineer. Simulation programs most often run on mainframe, mini, 
or micro computers which may not be accessible to the mill's operators and line 
managers. In addition, the relatively complex user interfaces and runtime features
commonly included in simulation programs often make it difficult to use simulation for 
realtime mill applications. 
A readily accessible MAPPS model, transparent to the user and specifically configured
for a particular mill process, could be used to assist operators and line managers in
the day-to-day tuning of process variables. With the Performance Attribute Modeling
capability of MAPPS, quality parameters, as well as process parameters and realtime
economic calculations, can be used to determine the control setpoints for a process to
acheive optimum operating capability.
PROJECT PLAN
A project plan was formulated to demonstrate the commercial viability of the use of
simulations in day-to-day mill operations via a millwide information/control system.
The initial goals for the project, independent of third-party information/control
system considerations, were to determine how:
1. to develop the software/hardware required to receive realtime process data,
either directly from a DCS or, preferably, via a management information system
(MIS), and convert it to a format suitable for use in a MAPPS data input file;
2. to use the utility routines and user interfaces available from the MIS to input
additional manual "what if" data or other information required to run a
simulation model, i.e., make the simulation transparent to the operator;
3. to develop the software/hardware required to write computed process and quality
data from the resulting simulation output file back to the MIS database; 0
0
4. to display the computed process and quality data to the operator via the MIS
utilities, thus making it available for process analysis and optimization or for




The initial Millwide MAPPS project successfully demonstrated the integration of MAPPS
with IBM's RPMS (Realtime Plant Management System) and ABB Incorporated's Taylor MOD
300 distributed control system at the CTMP Center. This project has been described in
several papers and presentations and has been previously demonstrated to the PAC and
Users Group and will not be discussed further in this report.
As noted earlier, Gary Jones also worked with Glenn Bewsher, a student at the
Australian Pulp and Paper Institute and an employee of Australian Newsprint Mills
Limited last year to integrate MAPPS directly with a Bailey Net 90 distributed control
system. The model was initially used to compare predicted newsprint TMP furnish
property data, i.e., CSF, with realtime data to assist the operator in process
control, etc. Australian Newsprint plans to continue this development effort and is
actively seeking a way to work with IPST and the Australian Pulp and Paper Institute.
Most recently, the PS&C Group has been working with Oil Systems and Digital Equipment
Corporation to integrate MAPPS with the PI System, a realtime information and analysis
system marketed by Oil Systems, Inc. A conceptual model of a Kamyr digester was
demonstrated at the 1991 TAPPI Process Control Conference to illustrate how the
integrated MAPPS/PI programs can be used by operators and managers to enhance the
capability for process analysis via the millwide network (See Appendix I for news
release). Our current plans are to continue this effort by moving it to a
yet-to-be-identified mill site for enhancement and validation.
RELATED PROJECTS
A project, "Development and Demonstration of the Use of a Modular Dynamic
Thermo-Mechanical Pulpmill Simulation Model to Develop Energy Reduction Strategies,"
has been funded by the Department of Energy. This two-to-three year project will be
implemented under the auspices of the International Energy Agency and is a joint
venture between IPST and SACDA. Steady state and dynamic TMP models of a
yet-to-be-selected mill will be developed using an integrated form of MASSBAL 3.0 and
MAPPS 4.0. The steady state model will be designed to receive realtime process data,
do data reconciliation, and set up the initialization file for the dynamic model. The
dynamic model will run faster than realtime and provide the operator with predicted
process and product quality data which can be used for open and/or closed loop control
or for "what if" process analysis and optimization. It is also hoped that funding can
be found to develop an expert system to serve as a user interface to the simulation
models and as a "process advisor."
As discussed above, the models will be set up to be relatively transparent to the
operator and the calculated and predicted data will be displayed, via existing or new
graphics, to assist the operator in process analysis and optimization.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Preliminary proposals have been presented to two mill locations to develop an on-line 
model for optimization of linerboard compressive strength properties. In addition, we
have "volunteered" to work with a yet-to-be-named mill on a mill implementation of the
PI/MAPPS continuous digester model. The above mentioned DOE-funded project will tie
in nicely with the objectives of the Millwide MAPPS Project and other opportunities,
such as a millwide bleachplant simulation model, will also be pursued.
As a spinoff of one of these projects, we are working to receive a substantial grant
from Digital Equipment and/or others so that we may install a "mini-millwide network"
at IPST to continue our process simulation and control research and development
activities on-site. Initially, the system envisioned will consist of a VAXserver 4000
connected via ethernet to four VAXstation 3100's. Discussions have also been
initiated with other software systems suppliers to "trade" MAPPS software for an
integrated quality control system with an INGRES relational database to run on the VAX
network. Such a system could serve as the backbone for the installation of an
Institute-wide laboratory data acquisition network.
Several DCS vendor have been contacted to find a way to obtain one or more distributed
control systems for this millwide network configuration. If we are successful, the
long-term plan will be to develop dynamic process/process control models to drive the
DCS's and provide a platform for the use of MIS/MAPPS integrated models to develop
advanced control systems.
Finally, various joint marketing schemes are being considered to create "value added"
simulation-based software options to enhance MIS/DCS software systems. Such products
could provide significant funding to IPST as a result of consulting applications




1. Jones, G. L., "Integration of Process Simulation with Millwide Information and
Control," Tappi Journal 73(11): 113 - 118 (1990).
2. Rushton, J. D., " Benefits of Process Simulation in An Integrated Millwide
System," to be published, PIMA Magazine, May, 1991.
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Presentations:
1. Jones, G. L., "Integration of Process Simulation with Millwide Information and
~* Control," presented at the 1990 TAPPI Engineering Conference, September 24-27,
*· ~ 1990, Seattle, Washington.
2. Rushton, J. D., "Benefits of Process Simulation in an Integrated Millwide
System," presented at the IBM Process Industries 1990 Process Plant Management
~* Conference, July 9-11, 1990, Nashville, Tennessee and at Southeastern TAPPI,
· ~ November 8-9, 1990, Decatur, Georgia.
3. Rushton, J. D., G. L. Jones, and R. D. Doshi,"Can You Predict the Quality of a
~* Nonwoven Product Before You Make It?" to be presented at the TAPPI 1991 Nonwoven


























PROJECT 3471 STATUS REPORT 4/91
PROJECT SUMMARY FORM
DATE: April 5, 1991
PROJECT NO 3471: Systems Analysis
PROJECT LEADER: Gary L. Jones
IPST GOAL
The goal of this project is to continue the development of MAPPS.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the project is to enhance the value and viability of MAPPS by
improving existing modules and by developing new process and utility modules. To this
end, validation of both existing and new modules, particularly those associated with











Mass and energy balance models of pulp and paper mills developed using process 
simulation programs such as MAPPS provide valuable information for engineering design, 
process modification, and cost reduction. With such models, it is possible to 
determine the impact of any process change on the total mill environment. A 
significant advance in process simulation, unique to MAPPS, is a system, Performance 
Attribute (PAT) modeling, to predict important pulp and paper properties for any 
process stream. Using PAT Modeling it is now possible to perform process optimization 
based on both quality and production factors. 
PAT's describe fundamental properties of fibers and the developing fiber network of 
the sheet and are modified by PAT models that emulate the real process. PAT's are 
then used by a series of property models to compute pulp and paper properties 
(handsheets and machine-made sheets). These new models were developed from 
theoretical and'experimental information but have not been completely validated as a 
system over wide ranges of practical papermaking conditions. To date, the PAT 
modelling system has performed reasonably well in predicting handsheet and pulp 
properties for a TMP mill and both handsheet and machine-made properties for a 
newsprint mill. The system has also correctly predicted many of the effects of 
reslurrying of fibers on handsheet properties. 
The MAPPS system also has significant potential when used in combination with a 
real-time data base management system.such as PI or RPMS or directly with a DCS. Data 
from process sensors can be passed to MAPPS as input information. MAPPS then can pass 
a large amount of additional data including mass and energy balance and pulp quality 
information back to the data base or DCS. The information returned to the DCS will be 
reconciled through mass and energy balancing. Such a coupled system could provide 
supervisory information, optimized set points to the DCS or could exchange information 
with expert systems or neural networks. Handsheet and machine paper properties 
predicted by MAPPS could provide continuous product quality information useful for 
process trouble shooting, scheduling or servicing customers. 
FY 90-91 GOALS 
Systematically validate the PAT Models for four important paper grades: corrugating 
medium, newsprint, linerboard and free sheets, as follows: 
1. Complete validation of MAPPS PAT Models of a corrugating medium mill 
a. Determine how well PAT models predict sensitivity of end-use performance to 
important process variables through a controlled sensitivity study. 
b. Determine how well PAT Models track short and long term normal process 
variability through a time sampling analysis. 
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PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE VALIDATION STUDY ON CORRUGATING MEDIUM
· ~~~~~* GARY L. JONES
SUMMARY
The MAPPS process simulation and end-use performance models accurately predict the
effects of process conditions on handsheet and machine paper properties for
corrugating medium. The models were validated though detailed analysis of mill trial
data from a MacMillan-Bloedel corrugating medium paper machine and through extensive
modelling of the papermaking process using MAPPS.
The major objective was to validate the capability of the system to predict a variety
of end-use performance characteristics for a major paper grade such as corrugating
medium. The study reveals the sensitivity of compressive and other properties to key
process variables such as OCC content, refining power, press loads and calendering.
The analysis shows that the PAT's model system is a much more useful tool to determine
the interactions of process and product variables than standard statistical techniques
alone. The simulation model is useful for both process and product development and
can provide valuable insights into the effects of process and furnish conditions on
product properties.
The models correlated the property data within a very high R-squared value indicating
not only that the models are significant but that the data are not random. Property
data was obtained on 24 reel samples and 120 sets of composite pulp samples collected
at five locations over a three day period. Good statistical agreement was obtained on
both machine paper and handsheets from composite pulps.
A sensitivity case study using the validated model determined the sensitivity (slope)
of machine paper properties to each of the test variables over the maximum range of
the test.
The study also revealed several weaknesses in the models in the area of pressing and
property development. These will require review and modification before additional
validation work is undertaken.
A detailed report describing the validation and sensitivity studies has been completed
and will be issued to the membership in the near future. This report summarizes some




This section provides a brief overview of performance attribute concepts. PAT's are
process variables represent characteristics of individual fibers and the developing 0
fiber network during the papermaking process. PAT variables apply to all areas of
pulping and papermaking where fibers are found from the wood yard to the reel. The
current set of PAT variables, shown in Figure 1, are grouped into seven categories:
composition, shape, physical properties, surface area, fillers, network contacts, 
bonds, and network anisotropy. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the concept that paper of any type consists of fibers and other
materials (non-fibrous suspended solids) formed into a network. The components of the
furnish, i.e. fibers or non-fibers (fillers), have a variety of characteristics each 
with a unique contribution to end-use performance and each influenced differently
during the papermaking process.




Composition Attributes and Specific Light Absorption
The first three attributes, Yield (pulping yield), Kappa (Kappa Number) and Xhemi
(hemi-cellulose to total cellulose ratio), represent the current state of the chemical
composition of the fibers. These attributes can be used to account for fiber species,
pulping and bleaching operations and other process steps which influence fiber
composition. In this application they account for the semi-chemical pulping of the
virgin hardwood as well as the chemical pulping treatments of the OCC during its
manufacture, without actually simulating these operations in detail. Specific light
absorption coefficient, Ck, is based on Kubelka-Monk theory and an assumed
relationship between the fiber composition and the specific absorption of cellulose
and lignin. Ck, which is valid at 457 nanometers, is placed with the composition
attributes because of its relationship to color bodies and lignin. This variable
contributes to the reflectance of the base sheet and is used to represent some aspects
of dye addition.
Fiber Morphology
Fiber morphology or shape attributes are L, weight-average fiber length, ol, standard
deviation of the length distribution, W, number-average fiber width, aw, standard
deviation of the width distribution, JDIST, type of distribution (normal, log-normal
or Weibull) and CWT, cell wall thickness. One of the most important characteristics
of pulp is the wide range in these attributes particularly fiber length. Fiber width
is primarily useful in accounting for shives. CWT is required to account for the wide
variations in cell wall thickness between species. The shape attributes help to
account for the differences between species, refining histories, as well as cleaning
and screening, and recycling effects.
Physical Properties
Fiber physical properties which affect end-use performance are Zf, fiber tensile, Ef,
fiber modulus and Smod, fiber flexibility factor. Zf has units of breaking length in
kilometers and represents the zero-span tensile strength of the sheet. The fiber
tensile has a direct effect on sheet tensile strength and indirectly effects burst
factor through the Page tensile and modified van den Akker burst relationships. The
fiber modulus has a direct influence on sheet elastic properties and indirectly on
compressive properties such as STFI, Concora and Ring Crush.
Specific Bond Strength, SBS, is a measure of the potential bond strength when bonds
are developed. SBS is influenced by processes which alter surface chemistry such as
pulping and bleaching operations. Along with bond area and formation factor described
later, SBS contributes to sheet strength through the Page tensile model.
*
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The fiber flexibility factor accounts for subtle changes in fiber bending flexibility 
and conformability resulting from changes in cell wall composition and thickness
during drying, pulping and refining. This factor accounts for effects not handled
directly by CWT. Smod decreases during refining and bleaching to reflect fiber
swelling and increases during drying to reflect the stiffening of the fibers as the
collapse of cell wall material.
Surface Area Attributes
Another important characteristic of fibers which influences bonding potential is
hydrodynamic specific surface, Sh. It is well known that Canadian Standard Freeness
(CSF) is directly related to hydrodynamic specific surface. While bonding and end-use
performance are directly related to the more fundamental variable, Sh, the variable
of choice followed in this system is CSF since it is measured directly and readily 
known by mill process engineers.
CSF, Sh and fiber length distribution are linked together within the PAT modelling
system. The combination of CSF and fiber length distribution determines the specific 
surface area for each fiber length. Fiber length distribution is determined from the
mean and standard deviation, L and al. Once the specific surface areas is known at
each fiber length, the specific surface area for the entire distribution can be
readily determined.
Suspended Solids Attributes 
Fibers are not the only significant components of the paper. For filled grades,
suspended material such as fillers and extenders, which may represent 50% of the basis
weight, can have a major influence on end-use performance. Attributes in this
category are the average particle size, SUSL, average light absorption coefficient at 0
457 nm, average light scattering coefficient and average shape factor. These
attributes play an important role in modelling filled sheet grades but are not used in
this application.
Network Attributes
As the fiber network forms in the forming section and is consolidated throughout the
press section, the fundamental variables of interest are the fiber contacts for the
top side and wire side represented by Sbl and Sb2. These variables also take into
account some of the aspects of the sidedness characteristics of the sheet but do not 0
include effects such as wire mark. The values of Sbl and Sb2 are generated
automatically during the frm.4.ng and pressing press and are uused auto.atiG' y by 
the property modules. When the sheet is dried, the fiber contact variables determine
the degree of fiber bonding and the bond density. As Sb1 and Sb2 increase, the bond





Fiber contact area is influenced by the degree of fiber conformability which is in
turn is influenced by pulping yield, cell wall thickness, surface area (CSF), and
fiber stiffness factor, Smod. Contact area is also increased by pressing pressure and
by calendering load. Sbl and Sb2 are the only attributes which change during wet
pressing.
Fiber-fiber Bonds
Sa represents the bonded area developed during forming, pressing and drying. This
variable has a direct influence on bond density and sheet strength. Sa is generally
proportional to the fiber contact areas discussed previously as well as to the drying
temperature and moisture. As sheet moisture increases above 6%, cellulose hydrogen
bonds are replaced by water hydrogen bonds and Sa decreases. This applies whether the
sheet is being dried or is re-wetted. As Sa decreases, bond density decreases which
leads to a loss in sheet strength.
Calendering conditions can influence Sa either positively or negatively depending on
the moisture and temperature conditions, the calendering load, and the thermal
softening temperature of the fibers. The thermal softening temperature or glass
transition temperature is a function of composition, moisture and temperature of the
fibers. In summary, Sa is a direct result of the cumulative effects of species type,
pulping, refining and forming conditions throughout the process and is a direct link
between these conditions and end-use performance characteristics.
Sheet Anisotropy
Three types of non-uniformity in the plane of the sheet are accounted for. These are
formation, variation of residual stresses and sidedness.
Residual Stresses
MD, CD and ZD variability can result from a built-in stress distribution within the
sheet resulting from forming and drying conditions. Two factors which contribute to
this built-in stress distribution are fiber orientation and stretch due to speed
differentials along the machine. Significant deviations from random orientation and
significant MD stretch will dramatically increase MD/CD tensile ratio. MD stretch at
failure will also decrease with increasing MD wet strain. These factors are accounted
for by the two attributes, OR and WS, which represent the average fiber orientation
and cumulative set strain in the sheet. Fiber orientation, is determined during sheet
forming while wet strain is introduced as a result of the speed differentials at each
pickup point in the forming section. These attributes will also affect elastic
properties and compressive strength properties such as STFI, Ring Crush and combined
board properties such as Concora.
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Formation
A second type of variability of great importance is formation. This type of
anisotropy results from nonuniform mass distribution in the plane of the sheet. This 
attribute is determined completely during forming and is influenced by factors such as
fiber length, forming consistency, jet-to-wire ratio and CSF. The formation attribute
is not assumed to change during pressing and drying. This attribute works with Sa to
determine bond density and sheet strength. The relationships are based on the concept
that weakest link determines the strength of the sheet. Formation does not influence ·
bulk density or porosity.
Sidedness
The third type of variability, sidedness, is handled through Sbl and Sb2 above. This ·
type of variability is affected by forming, pressing and calendering conditions.
Sidedness is one aspect of the more fundamental Z-D variability resulting from
one-directional drainage and retention conditions during forming. Sidedness can be
corrected through calendering by densifying one side more than the other to achieve a
similar degree of smoothness on each side of the sheet. Sbl and Sb2 form the basis 0
for modelling surface density, which may differ from bulk density. Surface density
forms the basis for modelling such end-use performance characteristics as gloss,
smoothness/roughness and printability. These characteristics are not important in the
current application and will not be discussed further.
The PAT variables are one essential part of the PAT system. These variables store in
current state of the fibers and network. The other parts of the system are the PAT
models, process models and the property models. PAT models determine how PAT
variables change at each stage in the process. For example, the sheet compressibility ·
model determines the change in fiber contacts during pressing and the freeness model
determines the change in hydrodynamic specific surface during refining. The process
models are essential since they determine the change in mass and energy in the process
streams. The process models also influence PAT's through process conditions. In some
instances the mass and energy balance process model is influenced by PAT variables.
For example, the papermachine and press dewatering are influenced by freeness.
Property models determine end-use performance characteristics from PAT values.
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FIGURE 2: PAT MODELLING SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
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>- Mass and energy
>- PATs
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- > Handsheet Properties
-- > Machine Paper
Properties
The PAT Modeling system in MAPPS has the following capabilities:
1) to predict the end-use performance characteristics of paper and paperboard,
2) to quantify the interactions between fibers and the fiber network, processing
conditions, and end use performance characteristics,
3) to provide the framework for a new approach to the solution of product quality
problems,
4) to provide a platform for process optimization and control which includes both
process and product quality parameters,
5) to provide the technical "first principles" basis for understanding the
fundamentals of product quality relationships.
Previous studies, some conducted as early as 1987, showed that the new model
calculations were reasonable and consistent. However, these studies did not deal with
issues such as variability, trends and process sensitivity. The two-part machine



















1) Model Validation 
In order to develop significant credibility and widespread use the MAPPS Performance 
Attribute (PAT) system within the industry, it is important to demonstrate agreement 
of the system predictions with mill process data. This project was directed
specifically to validate the system for corrugating medium. Validation is defined as
"reasonable" agreement between measurements and predictions taking into account 
measurement variance and other sources of error such CD variability.
2) Process Variable Sensitivity
If the PAT models are found to be valid, the MAPPS flowsheet model will then be used ·
to quantify the sensitivity of medium properties to several important independent *
variables such as OCC content, refining load, press load and calender application.
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SCOPE
The study was limited to the papermachine area beginning at the high density tanks and
including the major papermachine operations such as stock preparation, sheet forming,
white water recovery, wet pressing, drying and converting. Although CD variations are
expected for some properties, the model is restricted to predictions of an MD profile.
Comparisons between measurements and predictions are based on both handsheet and
machine paper properties. Validation criteria are based primarily on statistical
measures of "goodness of fit" and estimates of various factors contributing to
variability such as measurement error, errors in estimating process conditions and
transient effects. Predictions which fall within a well-defined band around the mean
measurements indicate a valid model. The band includes the average measurement error
plus CD variability and errors associated with uncertainty in input data.
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PROCESS VARIABLES
The test was conducted during three eight hour periods from 0600 hours to 1400 hours
on April 3 through 5, 1990. Test conditions are shown in Table I. Variables can be
broken down into three categories: (1) primary - controlled, (2) secondary -
uncontrolled but monitored and (3) uncontrolled or controlled but not monitored.
TABLE I: TEST VARIABLES AND DATA RANGES
Process Sampling
Pulp and reel samples were obtained at each reel turn up during each day shift.
Composited pulp samples were taken at eight locations from the high density tanks to
the broke chest. In addition to the usual reel samples of rolls and individual sets
were obtained to quantify CD and within-reel variability.
Testing
Reel samples were tested for the a wide variety of tensile, elastic and compressive
properties. Five of the locations, headbox, hole refiner discharge, blend chest,
tickler refiner and broke tank, were selected for handsheet tests. Handsheets at two
















Primary Variables Range Mean
1. Percent OCC...................... 18 - 38 27
2. OCC consistency.................. 5.1 - 6.0 5.57
3. Primary (Hole) Refiner Power..... 1.47 - 5.16 2.87
4. Primary Refiner Feed Consistency. 4.0 - 5.9 5.17
5. Calender Stack"Loading Assumed...
value (pli) .... .................. 15
6. Tickler Refiner Loading.......... 0.047 - 0.283 0.14
7. Tickler Refiner Feed Consistency. 4.1 - 5.3 4.78
8. Wire speed ...................... 1372 - 1862 1698
9. Machine Speed.................. 1400 - 1900 1733
10. Third Press Loading .............. 480 - 650 576
Secondary Variables Range Mean
1. Semi-chem flow rate x 10- 4....... 1.62 - 3.78 2.97
2. Semi-chem CSF .................... 656 - 768 716
3. OCC fiber flow x 10- 3 ............ 7.7 - 18.1 11.6
4. Headbox consistency .............. 0.80 - 0.92 0.86











The validation procedure was broken down into several phases: a preliminary phase,
data collection, simulation, data analysis and report generation.
Preliminary Phase
· In the preliminary phase a MAPPS flowsheet model was developed at the appropriate
· level of detail and run under "typical" corrugating medium conditions to determine if
· the results were reasonable. The preliminary model was evaluated with best estimates
for initial furnish conditions, refining, forming, pressing and calendering
conditions. Preliminary evaluation focused mainly on property development, caliper
· changes and dewatering in the press section, freeness changes in refining, retentions
* and moistures in forming and final calendered machine paper properties.
Having obtained reasonable agreement with the preliminary model and data, the most
significant variables were identified and a preliminary experimental plan developed.
* The flowsheet model was reviewed and corrected.
* Data Collection Phase
A final plan was developed by MacMillan and the test was run. Handsheet forming
* procedures were developed and the appropriate tests performed. Machine paper testing
* procedures were developed and the data generated. Data were stored initially in Lotus
M spreadsheet data files and later translated into SAS (Statistical Analysis System)
data files for detailed analysis and plotting.
* Data Analysis
M A series of 24 MAPPS simulations were run with each simulation corresponding to a reel
sample. Handsheet and machine paper properties predicted by the model were entered
into individual data bases for later analysis. The data were analyzed through
* graphical as well as statistical techniques to break down overall variance into its
* components such as measurement variance, CD variability and contributions from
* individual processing conditions. The model validity is established through the
combined analysis.
* Sensitivity Study
· The validated simulation model was then used to determine the sensitivity of the
properties to four process variables: OCC content, freeness from tickler refiner,
third nip pressing pressure and calender stack loading. A sensitivity coefficient is
* defined as the ratio of the change each property to a change in one of these
* variables. Reel 1 conditions were used as the base case. The maximum variation of
* each variable is based on the maximum variations used in the test.
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SUMMARY OF PROCESS CHANGES
On the first day of testing, the main process changes were increasing OCC and varying
calender loading (reels 7 and 8). OCC flow ratio gradually increased from about 18 % 
to a maximum of 38 % on reel 10 and then dropped to 25 % at the end of the test.
Refiner power remained in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 hsp-day/ton except for reels 17
through 24 where power increased to 3 to 5 hsp-day/ton. Tickler refiner power was
approximately 0.05 except for reels 11 through 16 where it was increased from 0.11 to
0.28 hsp-day/ton. Headbox CSF, one of the most important single variables, reflecting 
the sum total of refining changes and OCC swings, varied over a relatively narrow
range from 260 on reel 4 to 335 on reel 16. Headbox freeness is also strongly 
dependent on fines recycle and wire retention.
Third press nip load was 600 for reels 1 - 8, 650 for reels 9 - 16 and dropped to 480 
for reels 17 through 24. Machine speed was 1900 ft./min. for the first two days
(reels 1 through 16) and then dropped to 1400 ft./min. for the third day (reels 17
through 24).
PROCESS MODEL
The process model, shown schematically in Figures 3 through 5, is divided into three
parts:
I Fiber blending and refining,
II Stock preparation and cleaning and
III Forming.
The model incorporated most of the major process equipment including refining, 
screening and cleaning, storage vessels, white water system, paper machine, press
section, dryer section and calender stack.
I Fiber Blending and Refining
Blocks 1 through 3 represent the high density storage tanks. These blocks perform a
variety of functions including initializing the flows of semi-chemical and OCC pulps,
the PAT variables for each furnish and handsheet properties for each pulp.
The OCC blend is obtained by mixing the two streams in Module 4. The STOMIX module 
determines the mixture attributes as well as the mixture composition and thermodynamic
Ea ch of the fiber streams contains a range of fibers with names FINES, FIBER1, FIBER2
Each of the fiber streams contains a range of fibers with names FINES, FIBER1, FIBER2
to FIBER10 and shive components called SHIVE1 through SHIVE3. Each fiber fraction ·
represents a specific range of Bauer-McNett fiber lengths and a narrow range of




covers the entire range of fiber length but has a specific range of fiber width
greater than 0.15 mm.
Refining
The virgin stock and OCC are refined in blocks 7 and 8 respectively. The refiners
develop external and internal surface area of the fibers represented by CSF and Smod.
· These attributes improve sheet consolidation during forming and pressing and leads to
· improved bonding. The fibers are also shortened slightly, some fines are formed and
· the freeness drops significantly.
The stock is then combined in the blend chest (Module 9) with broke (Stream 31) and
· Stuff Box overflow (Stream 34). The combined stock is refined in the tickler refiner
· (Module 11). Refined pulp from the tickler refiner enters the Machine Chest, Module
· 12, and is pumped directly to the Stuff Box, represented by a total flow splitter
(Module 23). In the white water silo, mixer (Module 24), the refined pulp, saveall
fibers (Module 50) and accepts from the secondary screen and secondary cleaner
· (Modules 34 and 27 respectively) are diluted with white water. Pulp consistency is
· controlled by means of a thickener block (Module 37) before entering the primary
· cleaner (Module 25).
II Screening and Cleaning System
Cleaning and screening is accomplished by means of four cleaners (Blocks 25, 27, 29
· and 30) and three screens (Modules 32, 34 and 35) respectively. The flow is
counter-current with accepts passing back into silos and reject chests as shown.
Saveall clear and cloudy filtrate are used for dilution.
· The screen models (HYFRAC) determine the separation of all components and, from the
· total flow split, determine the consistency of the accept and reject streams. In
addition, HYFRAC determines the freeness and selected handsheet properties of the
feed, accept and reject streams. Generally rejects tend to be enriched in shives
· while accepts tend to be enriched in shorter fibers.
· III Forming Section
Paper machine headbox consistency is controlled in the model by module 36 which passes
· excess dilution water into reject chest 33.
· The paper machine is modelled in four parts with four different fourdrinier blocks,
Modules 13, 41 42 and 45, to represent the CD variations possible across the machine.
However, no attempt was made to model CD variations and the conditions specified for
· each module are currently the same. The headbox stock stream is split into four equal
* parts by Module 43 and each fourdrinier block represents the headbox, slice, gravity
· drainage forming board, foils, vacuum boxes and couch roll over one-fourth of the
width of the machine. The fourdrinier block computes the mass and energy flow and
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attributes of the mat, trim and white water drained and, to confirm that the proper 
level of dewatering has occurred, an "undewatered slurry" stream is also calculated if
excess slurry remains.
Since the slurry and mat streams are recombined in Module 14 to represent a single
sheet of machine paper all differences between the four sheets are lost in this
particular model. However, by passing each CD mat stream through a parallel series of
press modules, CD variations could have been tracked using the Property block (Module
22). After re-combining the CD sheets into a single sheet in Module 14, the
machine-width sheet is passed through three successive press nips (modules 15,16 and
17). No attempt was made to model the lump breaker roll and its effects have been
assumed to be accounted for in the sheet leaving the first press (Module 15).
The forming section performs a variety of tasks too numerous to mention in detail. 
For instance, the fiber contact area attributes, formation factor, fiber orientation 
and wet strain are initialized and the sidedness and Z-D variability information is
generated. Calculated parameters include the moisture, freeness and the fiber length
distribution of the mat, white water and underwatered slurry and the retention of
suspended solids.
White water Recycle and Saveall
In the saveall system all trim and white water streams were combined into white water
tank, Module 44, and then passed directly to Module 19 representing the saveall. 
Losses from the saveall were assumed to be negligible. The saveall fines stream was
returned to the silo. The disk saveall model generates three fiber streams, the
recovered fiber (Stream 30), cloudy filtrate (Stream 29) and clear filtrate (Stream
16). The filtrate streams were sent back to the screening and cleaning to be used for
dilution and consistency control and the recovered fiber was returned to the stock 
blending system.
Press Section
The press section of the machine consists of a lump breaker followed by three press 
nips. In the model the lump breaker is combined with the first press nip, Module 15.
Each press nip is represented by a wet press model, the WPRESS block, which computes
the degree of water removal and web consolidation as a function of lineal press load,
the number of felts and basis weight, machine speed, press speed and fiber
characteristics such as CSF, yield and CWT. The attributes changed by the presses are 
the fiber contact areas, Sb1 and Sb2. WPRESS also determines the change in sheet









The pressed sheet is passed through a single dryer block, Module 18, which simulates a
conventional air-hood multi-can dryer system. For more detailed simulation of the
dryer system, multiple dryer blocks could be used. In each case, the steam flow was
varied by hand to achieve the desired dry sheet moisture of approximately 93% while
holding steam pressure and air flow constant.
Calendering
To represent calendering, the medium (Stream 28), at 93% dryness is sent through a
single nip calender, Module 51, to the reel. The calender changes sheet caliper and
bulk and also influences sheet bonding levels. The calendering effect is strongly
dependent on nip loading and the response of the fibers to loading and in turn,
bonding or debonding behavior depends on the relationship between the sheet moisture
and temperature-and the thermal softening temperature of the fibers. Because the nip
loading was not known, the load used in the simulation was tuned to 15 lb/in where the
observed caliper under load and without load was in reasonable agreement with the mill
data. The calender model considers heat transfer in the nip and on the roll surface
as well as the effects of wrap geometry, machine speed, roll temperature, roll radii,
sheet basis weight and speed differentials and also allows for additional moisture
addition by adding a steam or water stream.
Broke System
Broke is modelled through a total stream splitter block, module 20, with variable
split fraction operating on the calendered medium. Broke, stream 31, is recycled to
the blend chest, module 9.
In order to maintain basis weight near 26 lb/1000 ft 2 level as machine speed and feed
flows varied, it was necessary to vary the broke recycle by adjusting the split
fraction in Module 20 from reel to reel.
Property Calculations
All property calculations are performed by the PROPS blocks. Each block computes a
set of handsheet and machine paper properties (shown in Table II) for a specific
stream using the PAT and mass flow information in the stream.
0
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TABLE II: PROPERTIES DETERMINED BY PROPS
* Basis weight















MD, CD and ZD
Directional Tensiles
(ultrasonic models)






* STFI (MD CD) Rupture Energy
* Concora
* CD Ring Crush








Machine paper properties are determined on the dry calendered medium while handsheet
properties are determined via five PROPS blocks (Modules 46, 47, 48, 52 and 53)
pointing to five different streams: the hole refiner discharge, blend chest
discharge, tickler refiner discharge, headbox, and broke tank discharge.
DATA ANALYSIS
Assumptions used in the analysis are summarized as follows,







2) Data which were not known could be estimated.
0
0
3) Input data conditions were assumed to be completely accurate.
4) Only variations attributed to the primary variables were analyzed.
Testing Variability
Measurement error is one important element contributing to overall variability.





















Property comparisons are divided into two parts: Machine paper properties and
Handsheet Properties. Handsheet properties are not covered in this report.
MACHINE PAPER PROPERTIES
For analysis purposes, properties are plotted against a "reel number" in Figures 6
through 20. Each figure shows the predicted values and one or more sets of measured
values. Where several sets of measured values are shown, these correspond to rolls 1
through 3 indicating CD variability may be significant. Those properties with only a
single set of measured values show all rolls and sets for each reel using the same
symbols. CD variability was not significant for these properties.
Basis Weight
Figure 6 indicates the model tracked machine paper basis weight reasonably well with
the exception of reels 3, 8 and 11 through 13. The basis weight was controlled in the
simulations by adjusting the amount of broke recycle, i.e. by varying the total split
fraction in Module 20. By adjusting the broke flow after the calender, it was
possible to change the basis weight while maintaining constant overall production.
However, the broke adjustment was accomplished by trial-and-error and the predicted
results indicate that a couple of reels were not tuned to the observed basis weight.
Basis weight varied across the machine in a consistent fashion throughout the trial as
shown by Figure 6. Basis weight for roll 2 was generally lower than that for rolls 1
or 3. However, the model was not tuned to predict a variation in basis weight in the
90% Confidence
Property Interval
MD Tensile, km......... 0.78
CD Tenslie, km......... 0.38
MD Stretch, %.......... 0.38
CD Stretch, %.......... 0.85
Burst Factor........... 4.66
MD Modulus, GPa ....... 0.31




MD Ring Crush lb/6 in.. 12.4
CD Ring Crush lb/6 in.. 6.4
MD STFI, lb ............ 3.8
CD STFI, lb ............ 3.2
Moisture, % ............ 0.78
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cross machine direction due to limitations in the size of the MAPPS data file and lack *
of detailed information on the machine design. The model did contain four separate
papermachine modules (Fourdrinier modules 13, 41, 42 and 45), each of these could have
been adjusted to predict higher retentions on the outside of the reel compared to the ·
center of the reel to complete the CD model, it would have been necessary to add 0
corresponding presses, calenders and PROPS blocks for each CD section of the sheet.
This added computational burden was not considered necessary for the purpose of the
study, i.e. to validate the MAPPS module database.
Basis weight trended downward during the later half of the test but did not appear to 0
coincide with changes in any of the major variables changed during this period, I.E.
OCC content and machine speed. A reduction in broke flows is one likely cause of the
gradual drop in basis weight. The predicted retention profiles did not show much
sensitivity to machine speed. 0
Since most properties are independent of basis weight, any error in prediction of
basis weight will have little direct effect on the prediction of other machine paper
properties. Exceptions are the compressive properties which are strongly dependent on
caliper. Since caliper is directly related to basis weight at a fixed density, the
basis weight variations will affect compressive properties.
Sheet Density
The machine paper density profiles, Figure 7, show good agreement between the measured
and predicted values with the possible exception of reels 11 through 16 where the
model over-predicts density. The most obvious feature of the profile is the change
caused by unloading the calender for reels 7 and 8 which the model tracks very well.
Both the measured and predicted density are higher before the calender stack is lifted
than after it is lifted. Although, the model seems to predict the same average 0
density level before and after reels 7 and 8, the measured density seems significantly
different. The measured data show a fairly consistent, although weak, CD profile with
roll 1 density consistently lower than that of rolls 2 and 3. Measured density also
fluctuates significantly during the first 6 reels while the model tracks through the
center of the data and there is no obvious explanation for this fluctuation. It is
interesting to note that reel-to-reel variations after the calender is re-applied are
considerably lower.
Plots of density against several of the major independent variables showed no obvious
direct correspondence between density and these variables (other than calender stack 0
loading). Statistical analysis of the data described in detail in later sections
confirmed these observations. G
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Caliper
Figure 8 shows predicted dry sheet caliper was in good agreement with the measured
values from IPST. The most salient feature of the caliper plot is the sharp increase
for reels 7 and 8 when the calender stack was lifted. The caliper obviously reflects
changes in basis weight and density described previously and good agreement in these
variables implies good agreement in predicted caliper. Other features observable from
the figure are the weak CD profile and the different levels of caliper before the
stack is lifted (reels 1-6) and after the stack is re-applied (reels 9 through 24). A
general downward trend in caliper can also be detected from reels 13 onward. The
model tracks these trends quite well throughout the test.
The caliper predicted by the PROPS module is based on a bone dry basis weight and so
does not include the small effects of moisture fluctuations in the sheet. However,
the tests (measured values) were conducted at conditioned moisture levels at 50%
humidity and should have had only a minor effect on caliper.
MD Tensile Strength
The MD tensile profiles shown in Figure 9 indicate that the model followed the data
very well except when calender loading was removed. Where the model predicted a drop
in strength which was not observed. During the study MD tensile appeared to have two
basic levels, approximately 5.8 to 5.9 km for reels 1 through 11 and approximately 6.3
for reels 12 through 16. A similar trend can be seen in the CD tensile profiles
discussed next. The model did not predict the plateau at the same time as the
measured results and tended to be lagging in phase. This behavior may be somewhat
fortuitous due to the fact that the model assume steady state conditions and there was
no conscious attempt to correct the data for time delays or process lags.
The differences between the average MD tensile and model values was 0.2 to 0.4 km
during this plateau period which is within experimental error. It does not appear
that the change due to a shift in MD/CD tensile ratio, as discussed in a later
section.
The reasons that could explain the differences in measured and predicted calender
loading effects are discussed in the section on individual variable effects (Calender
Loading).
CD Tensile Strength
Figure 10 shows that the model tracks the CD tensile ratio within the experimental
error of 0.38 km. As with MD tensile, However, the discrepancy is relatively high for
reels 7 and 8 where the model predicts a strength loss when the calender stack is
lifted. Examination of the data shows a very significant CD profile which tends to
drop for roll 3 particularly when machine speed dropped over reels 17 through 24. CD
tensile tended to increase during reels 12 through 16. The causes of the
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discrepancies shown for reels 7 and 8 are discussed in the section on Calender Loading *
Effects.
The MD tensile profiles shown in Figure 9 indicate that the model followed the data 
very well except when calender loading was removed. In the absence of calender load,
the models predicted a drop in strength which was not observed. MD tensile appeared 
to have two basic levels, one over most of the test at around 5.8 to 5.9 km and one
around 6.3 for reels 12 through 16. A similar event can be seen in the CD tensile
profiles discussed next. The models did not predict the plateau at the same place and 
tended to be lagging in phase. This behavior may be somewhat fortuitous since the 
models are steady state and there was no conscious attempt to correct the data for
time delays or process lags.
The differences between the average MD tensile and model values was 0.2 to 0.4 km ·
during this plateau period which is within experimental error. The change is not due 
to a shift in MD/CD tensile ratio either as discussed in a later section.
The reasons for the differences in measured and predicted calender loading effects are
discussed in the section on individual variable effects (Calender Loading). 
MD/CD Tensile Ratio
The following table and Figure 19 summarize the general trends for the measured and
predicted tensile ratio. ·
TABLE IV: COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED MD/CD TENSILE RATIO m
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
Measured 2.08 2.69 2.35 0.115 
Predicted 2.30 2.42 2.39 0.023
These data show that the model predicted the average tensile ratio very accurately and
indicates that the MAPPS module assumptions about the degree of wet stretch and fiber
orientation were reasonable. The fact that the predicted variations in tensile ratio 
are lower than the measurements can be explained by the wet strain and orientation, 
the major contributors to the ratio, were assumed constant throughout the test while
the measured data reflect the effects of large changes in machine and press speeds.
Other contributions to variability such as shrinkage and loading in the dryer section
are not accounted for in the model.
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MD/CD Modulus Ratio
The MD/CD modulus ratio, a measure of the fiber stiffness anisotropy, is also
influenced by fiber orientation and speed differentials, and shrinkage. Again, the
agreement between measured and predicted values is very good on the average (Table V).
For reasons stated above, the model predicts less variability than is observed. The
mean measured modulus ratio is nearly identical to the mean tensile ratio while the
predicted modulus ratio is somewhat lower than the value for the tensile ratio.
TABLE V: COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED MD/CD MODULUS
MD Stretch
Figure 11 shows that predicted MD Stretch is consistently higher by a nearly constant
factor than measured values. For measured values there is considerable variation
across the machine as well as within reels as indicated by the wide bands connecting
points at the same reel number.
The effect of lifting the calender on the measured MD stretch is not seen on reels 7
and 8. Again the calender appears to have little or no effect on straining the sheet
or on the normal bonding characteristics which influence stretch at break. However,
the average value starts out lower on Day 2 (reel 9) and then increases significantly
by reel 12. The highest values are seen for reel 18 just after the beginning of day
3. There is a gradual downward trend in stretch throughout day 3 at the lower machine
speed.
The model predicts that stretch should not really change much over reels 1 through 6
but drop significantly for reels 7 and 8 as a result of less bond development in the
absence of calender load. The stretch does not return to the previous levels for
reels 9 and 10 because the simulated stack loading was not immediately reset to 15 PLI
as with reels 1 through 6 but was increased in steps. The 15 PLI stack loading was
set, the predicted stretch was at or above that of reel 1 through 6.
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
Measured 1.87 2.77 2.36 0.160
Predicted 2.05 2.19 2.15 0.021
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Burst Factor
Burst factor profiles, shown in Figure 12, show trends similar to breaking length as
expected. The model suggests that BF will vary directly with MD stretch. Comparing 
the figures for tensile and stretch with burst, it appears that burst values on day 
one do vary directly with tensile and stretch values. BF starts out low on day 2
(reels 9 and 10) and then increases to a general maximum around reels 12 or 13 and, on
day 3, a general downward trend in BF, again coinciding directly with tensile and
stretch. 
Although not statistically significant, there is visual evidence of CD variability in
BF, as shown in Figure 12. As with tensile and stretch, there is no apparent effect
of calender stack loading shown by the model. There is little visual evidence of a
consistent CD burst profile. 
MD Elastic Modulus
The MD Modulus profiles shown in Figure 13 clearly indicate the close correspondence 
between measured and predicted values with a small but consistent offset of about 0.3 ·
GPa which is comparable in magnitude to the measurement variance. The most important 
feature of the data is the effect of calender loading which is consistently predicted 
by the model. Unlike the tensile properties, the modulus values start out day 2 at
about the same levels as the end of the day 1 before the calender stack was lifted.
The modulus tends to increase to a maximum at about reel 15 toward the end of day 2. 
There is a generally lower level of modulus for day 3 whose dominant variable is the 
lower machine speed. These lower levels coincide with the lower density levels as
predicted by the models.
The property development models are based on a theory that there is a general ·
correspondence between sheet densification and bond formation during the papermaking 
process up until the sheet is dry. Increased density leads to increased bond density,
relative bonded area and, other things being equal, increased strength and elastic
properties. The calender model is based on a theory that additional densification
during calendering can either increase or decrease strength by creating additional ·
bonds or by breaking existing bonds. The bond formation/bond breakage process is 
proportional to the degree of densification and is controlled by the moisture and
temperature of the sheet in the calender. It is generally observed that increased
densification leads to strength loss and a decrease in modulus. Only rarely, as with
glassine to which moisture is added, is a strength increase observed. Also there is ·
substantial evidence that modulus and strength are both governed by bonding levels and 
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CD modulus profiles shown in Figure 13, also indicate a good level of tracking between
the model and the measured values with a nearly constant offset. This offset is
discussed in more detail in a later section. The calender effect is the dominant
effect predicted. The modulus levels at the beginning of day 2 (reels 9 through 11)
are lower than at the end of day 1 as seen with the tensile properties and in slight
contrast to the MD modulus. The general levels of CD modulus also tend to peak toward
the end of day 2. There is a slightly lower modulus level throughout day 3 at the
lower machine speed which is consistent with the generally lower density levels on day
3.
Gurley Porosity
Gurley porosity (Figure 20), which is inversely proportional to sheet porosity,
follows several swings throughout the three day period. The lowest Gurley, or highest
sheet porosity, corresponds to the low calender stack loading as predicted by the
model. Here the predicted Gurley tends to track density while the measured Gurley
tends to track density and other variables as well. Porosity is generally lower on
day three while density is lower, which is contrary to the effect predicted.
The effect of calendering on Gurley appears to be stronger than predicted. Since the
model assumes porosity is proportional to bulk density, the effect of calendering
which may be mainly a surface effect could lead to an under-prediction of the effect
of calendering. In other words, if the calender tends to increase the surface density
more than the bulk density, the porosity measurement, which should be more sensitive
to surface porosity, should be more strongly affected. This suggests that the Gurley
model should be based on surface density rather than bulk density and would be
consistent with the gloss and smoothness models which are also based on surface
density.
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES
MD and CD STFI
The MD and CD STFI data do not show a significant trend throughout the three day
period as shown in Figures 15 and 16. The models predictions tend to show a similar
insensitivity to more variables except for a downward blip for one reel with the
calender backed off. The variations in the data are less than the measurement
variance indicating that there are no significant variable effects and the offset
between the model and measurements is consistently about 1.5 lb/in, which is within
experimental error. The statistical analysis which is discussed in the validation
analysis shows that with the correction multiplier for MD and CD STFI taken into
account, the model fits the data extremely well.
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It is interesting to note that STFI was not strongly affected while modulus was. Here
the theory provides some insight. The model for STFI stiffness is related to the
product of MD and ZD modulus and the sheet thickness. The moduli, as already ·
demonstrated, are directly related to the density and inversely related to the
thickness. Also, the moduli contain a strong linear density component but are
basically nonlinear over a large range. Therefore, one would expect qualitatively
that a variable which increased caliper would have the opposite effect on modulus and
no effect on STFI, consistent with the behavior seen throughout the test.
CD Ring Crush
Data for both MD and CD Ring Crush were obtained but only CD Ring Crush was modelled
and analyzed. Although CD Ring Crush behaves very similarly to STFI, the measurement
errors indicate that Ring Crush, and CD Ring Crush in particular, are highly variable,
as shown by Figure 17. With a 6.4 lb/6 in. variance due to measurement error, the
model predictions fall close to the lower end of the confidence range. However, if a
constant correction factor is used as discussed in a later section, the predictions
fall well within the 90 % confidence band.
Ring Crush levels were about the same at the end of the trial as at the beginning even
through the OCC content was 25% or more than 7% higher, at the end than the beginning.
This and other evidence indicates that OCC has little effect on compressive
properties. Machine speed appears to have little effect also. Lower ring crush for
the period when the stack was lowered indicated there is some sensitivity to calender
load and the model predicts a drop for reel 8 but little effect for reel 7. The
effect of calender, loading on compressive properties is discussed in more detail in
the following sections.
Concora
It is apparent from the Concora profiles of Figure 18 that this property is also
highly variable. However, the model predictions, while offset by about 25% (high),
track the changes in level consistently. The model for Concora is based on a ·
relationship to flat crush which is in turn related to STFI. Thus the predictions for
concora should be similar to STFI. The measurement variance for concora is 7.2 lb and
the predicted values are generally slightly outside the upper limit of the confidence
range without correction. Given a constant correction factor (multiplier), discussed
in later sections, the predictions fall well within this confidence region.
The general agreement between the measured data and the model predictions for concora
hn,.t- +hat th +,ak a n r.e ns of t he -..del'l system, fn ..... .. ....f 4 a consisted nt framework.. .i\
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Calender loading appears to have some effect on concora, although primarily on reel 8.
This is likely due to the fact that concora and, by implication, STFI and Ring Crush, ·
are influenced by basis weight variations more than other variables and the basis
weight is strongly correlated with caliper or sheet thickness. However, since density
is generally independent of basis weight, modulus is (or should be) relatively ^
.
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independent of basis weight. Thus basis weight and caliper increases, should also
increase concora provided density remains the same. However, if density decreases,
i.e., when the calender stack load is removed, the density and modulus effects may
overwhelm the caliper increase, perhaps causing a decrease in concora.
SUMMARY OF VARIABLE EFFECTS ON MACHINE PAPER PROPERTIES
OCC Content
OCC concentration varied from 18 to 36 % during the test but had a relatively minor
effect on compressive properties. The reel-to-reel variability observed during the
first 16 reels, over which OCC varied, may have been influenced by changes in
· semi-chem freeness and refining conditions which were occurring at the same time.
The MAPPS models show that two factors, fiber characteristics and caliper/modulus,
contribute to the relative insensitivity of compressive properties to OCC content.
Fiber characteristics do not change significantly as OCC content changes. Average
* fiber length does change gradually but this effect is masked by other variables
* particularly CSF.
The second factor, caliper and modulus, tend to have opposite effects. Conditions
which influence density tend to have opposite effects on modulus and caliper. Because
* the modulus and thickness occur together in the basic compressive strength models for
* STFI and Flat Crush, variables which tend to increase density and modulus tend to
· decrease caliper provided basis weight is under good control. Deviations between
predictions and measurements were most pronounced when basis weight varied resulting
in larger changes in caliper that were not reflected in modulus.
Calender Load
Although the calender stack loading was known on only two reels (7 and 8) where it was
zero, the calender appears to have influenced many of the properties, both before and
* after these reels.
· As might be expected, the calender stack loading had a significant effect on density,
caliper and elastic moduli. However, the effect on sheet stiffness was generally the
opposite of what is normally seen for grades such as newsprint where stiffness and
* strength tend to decrease with increased load. In agreement with measured data, the
* compressive property models predicted that when the stack was pulled the increased
* caliper would cancel the decreased modulus resulting in little observable effect of
calender stack loading on compressive properties such as STFI, Ring Crush and Concora.
* From the models, one might predict that the MD/CD ratio of the sheet could have been
* effected by the calender stack loading, possibly as a function of stretch or stress
· relief. However, the measured properties did no support this conclusion.
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After reel 8, the modulus did not return to its previous levels indicating that the
stack may not have been returned to the original loading and/or the temperature/load
levels were not densifying to the earlier levels. To predict the observed effect, the
load levels in the model were increased in two stages over reels 9 through 12 up to 15 *
pli. However, since the loading was not known at any time during the test, the model
adjustments could no be verified.
Another observed anomaly was that the desired breaking length and burst factor were
relatively insensitive to the release of calender loading while the models predicted *
significant decreases in these properties.
Using the unverified calendering conditions, the models predicted that the calender
densified and increased internal bonding in the sheet. When the calender stack was
lifted, both sheet density and the bond density decreased, resulting in a drop in 0
elastic moduli, breaking length, and burst factor. Because the measured modulus did
not decrease, the data did not support a change in breaking length and, therefore,
burst factor, Indicating that the actual levels of bonding were not significantly
affected by loading under the relatively mild conditions used. This resulted may ·
infer that the modulus is not a function of bond density but only of actual bulk
density.
Table VI below shows the statistical effect of calender stack loading on machine paper
properties. N indicates the number of data points for each condition and the minimum,
maximum, mean and standard deviation values are shown for each variable, with the 0
calender stack on or off. It may be concluded that the mean values average the
effects of other variables while the standard deviations indicated the variability
about the mean due to other effects such as refining, pressing, OCC and machine speed.
The caliper, density, MD and CD moduli, ring crush change significantly with calender 0
stack position (on or off). Density increase by 0.08 g/cc or 16% with calendering, as
a result of the caliper change. Surprisingly, modulus increases significantly,
indicating that bonding increases in the calender nip. This effect was unexpected
since the load was low and the sheet was relatively dry. In fact much of the ·
literature shows the opposite trend, I.E., a decrease in modulus and strength due to 0
dry calendering.
MD modulus increased by about 0.9 GPa, approximately 30%, while CD modulus increased
by 0.42 GPa, approximately 25%. The CD ring crush increased by 6.7 lb/in (25%) and is ·
comparable to the measurement standard deviation discussed below, an insignificant 0
change. Concora changed less than the measurement standard deviation was not
*yi*im .i Ul i.v a m v SOv to I.im II u 0
Mean tensile properties such as breaking length and burst factor were independent of 0
calender loading, differing by less than the average measurement standard deviation 0
This result indicates that there was little, if any, net bonding or debonding














These data confirm the visual observation from the figures that the modulus changes
significantly while the compressive and tensile properties change very little.
The data show no statistically significant effect of machine speed for any of the
properties considered with the possible exception of MD Ring Crush. However, the
standard deviations at both machine speeds were significantly higher than the average
difference indicating that there is no significant difference between the two mean
values. No significant effect was found on CD properties.
VALIDATION
Model validity is based on the so-called "goodness of fit" between the predicted and
measured values for each property is shown in Table VII. A more complete set of
statistical data on the models is contained in Appendix V. The model used for the
goodness of fit analysis has the following form:
measured property = C * predicted property
The intercept of the model was forced to zero. A perfect fit would be one for which
correction coefficient "C" is 1 and the R-squared error value is 1.0. The correction
coefficient is a measure of the error in the model in predicting the mean value of the
data. Based on the R-squared criteria the overall goodness of fit is excellent. In
most cases both the correction coefficient and R-Squared statistic are close to 1.
Corrections for machine paper properties are generally closer to one than for
handsheets. The general variability of the handsheet data is a likely cause of the
higher correction factors. For example the correction for handsheet concora is 0.766
while that for machine paper concora is 0.92. This indicates that handsheet concora
is off predicted high consistently by 24 % while machine paper concora is predicted
high by only 8 %.
The R-squared values only apply to the corrected model. The R-squared errors of the
uncorrected model will be expected to be somewhat lower.
Density Caliper MD Mod MD Tns Brst Fc Concora MD STFI Rg Crsh
Calend
on 0.60 9.65 4.40 5.81 28.77 50.62 22.80 33.06
off 0.52 8.21 3.52 5.97 29.02 53.89 21.87 26.35
Speed
1900 0.59 - 4.30 6.08 29.60 51.1 22.7 34.8
1400 0.595 - 4.39 5.72 27.85 54.6 22.8 31.3
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The R-Squared criteria overestimates the goodness of fit but not by a significant
amount provided the correction factor are near 1. The correction factors themselves
represent the average error in the predictions. This suggests that a second criteria
for model validity is that the average error of the model fall within the confidence
limits based on measurement error for each property. This is shown in
0
0
Handsheet Data - 103 Observations
Variable R-Squared Coefficient Mean Coef of Varia T for HO
CSF...... 0.984 1.0711 503 12.8 82
Tensile.. 0.959 0.936 3.64 20.9 48
Concora.. 0.964 0.766 54.53 19.4 54
Ring Crsh 0.939 1.62 53.5 25.14 41
Burst Fac 0.968 1.01 23.0 18.06 58
Porosity. 0.647 1.033 16.0 75.2 4
Density.. 0.992 0.982 0.411 9.08 17
Machine Paper - 24 observations
Variable R-Squared Coefficient Mean Coef of Varia T for HO
Tensile:
MD..... 0.996 0.994 6.00 5.98 178
CD..... 0.9945 1.01 2.54 7.43 49
Brst Fac. 0.995 0.957 29.0 7.22 147
Density.. 0.998 0.96 0.589 4.47 239
Concora.. 0.997 0.92 53.63 5.06 210
CD RC.... 0.967 1.45 32.53 18.4 58
STFI:
MD .... 0.998 1.233 22.72 4.278 250
CD..... 0.998 1.173 14.5 4.59 231
Modulus:
MD..... 0.998 0.948 4.33 4.59 232
CD..... 0.993 0.871 1.85 8.60 124
MD Strtch 0.997 0.915 1.637 5.93 180
Density.. 0.998 0.961 0.589 4.47 239
MD/CD:
Modulus. 0.995 1.094 2.36 7.18 149
Tensile. 0.998 0.984 2.35 4.78 223
Porosity 0.960 0.974 20.48 20.68 52
B.Weight 0.999 0.993 25.4 3.26 328
Caliper. 0.998 1.031 8.319 5.0 214
I
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TABLE VIII: GOODNESS OF FIT BASED ON MEASUREMENT ERROR
The confidence bands for each variable are based on twice the standard deviation
divided by the mean and expressed as a percent. Comparison of these confidence bands
with the percent error of the model based on the correction factors, it is clear that
all the models are well within measurement error except CD Ring Crush. If the high
level of correlation for the corrected model is taken into account, then it could be
said that the model is not biased and is therefore also valid if corrected. The second
validation criteria, therefore, also indicate that the model predictions are valid
within measurement error.
Correction factors outside of the measurement error do not necessarily indicate an
invalid model. In this case, the corrections may also include the effects of
laboratory testing method. Differences between MacMillan and IPST compressive
strength measurements such as STFI and Concora indicate that an interlaboratory study
should also be undertaken.
Provided the correction is a single factor and the resulting corrected values agree
very well with the measurements as measured by R-squared, the model is still a useful
tool and therefore valid for this grade.
Handsheets
Avg % Mean Measured 90% Confid.
Property Correction Error Std Dev Band Absol. %
CSF ........ 1.0711 7 503 - - -
Breaking....
Length...... 0.936 6.4 3.64 0.39 0.78 21
Concora..... 0.766 23.4 54.5 3.6 7.2 13
Ring Crush.. 1.62 62 53.5 3.2 6.4 12
Burst Factor 1.01 1 23.0 2.3 4.6 20
Porosity.... 1.033 3.3 16.0 3.07 6.1 38
Machine Paper
Avg % Mean Measured 90% Confid.
Property Correction Error Std Dev Band Absol. %
MD Tensile.. 0.994 1 5.98 0.39 13
CD Tensile.. 1.01 1 2.54 0.19 15
Burst Fac... 0.96 4 29.0 2.3 16
Density..... 0.96 4 0.589 -
Concora..... 0.92 8 54.53 3.6 13.2
CD Ring Crsh 1.45 45 32.5 6.4 39.4
MD STFI..... 1.233 23 22.7 3.8 33
CD STFI..... 1.173 17 14.5 3.2 44
MD Modulus.. 0.948 5 4.33 0.31 14.3
































Correlative Analysis of Machine Property Data 0
With minor exceptions machine paper properties data were not significantly affected by
any single independent variable. Correlative models of all properties were used to
test the importance of both independent and dependent variable on properties such as
density, breaking length, burst, stiffnesses and compressive properties. For example
a major compressive property such as concora was tested for dependence on stiffness,
caliper, which are known to be significant, as well as density, stack loading, machine
speed, press loading, OCC etc. Dependent variables such as burst were tested for
dependence on breaking lengths, stretch as well as machine conditions and refining.
All the models showed very poor overall fit to the data although each model identified
one or two variables which had some influence or very little influence on the
property. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table IX.
TABLE IX: CORRELATIVE ANALYSIS
Density was most strongly affected by calender loading which is confirmed by the
models and all other data. Density also depends on freeness and OCC ratio but the
significance is lower. The total sum of squares of the data is 0.108 and the high
density CSF contributes only 0.013 to that total. The OCC ratio contributes less than
that.
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is a fundamental connection expected here and this is born out in the correlative
analysis. The contribution of density is not much more than 50 % of the total
variation in the data indicating that other factors must contribute to the
variability. It is unlikely that the variations could be caused by variation in MD/CD








Dependent Significant Type I Total
Variable Independent Variables SS F SS
MD Tensile.... Density.............. 0.47 4.4 12.9
Pullstack on/off..... 1.55 23.9
Machine Speed ...... 3.72 57.5
MD Modulus.... Density.............. 2.97 57.7 11.19
Density2............. 2.50 48.5
Burst Factor.. MD x CD Tensile...... 146 - 275
Density....... Pullstack on/off..... 0.047 131 0.108
High Density CSF..... 0.013 18
OCC ratio............ 0.0087 24
CD Ring Crush. Machine Speed ........ 231 - 3121
Concora....... Pull stack on/off .... 88.5 12 879
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modulus ratio is relatively constant throughout the test and this is found to be the
case.
Burst Factor was most strongly related to the product of the MD and CD tensile
strength although the square root function used in the model would have given a
stronger correlation. Stretch was not found to contribute but this could have been
due to the form of the model.
MD Tensile strength was most strongly dependent on machine speed with a small but
significant dependence on pull stack loading and density. All of these effects are
expected from fundamental modelling considerations. The machine speed effect is a
measure of the MD/CD tensile ratio. Stack loading can affect tensile through
bonding/debonding behavior or through stress relaxation which affects MD/CD tensile
ratio. Density affects tensile as it is a measure of the degree of bond formation or
breaking occurring under load. The sum of these three terms was still not sufficient
to provide a good predictive model for MD breaking length.
It is interesting to note that Concora could not be related to either Ring Crush or
STFI or to elastic moduli even though a fundamental relationship should exist. Ring
Crush appeared to be dependent on machine speed. This indicates that MD/CD tensile
ratio may play a roll in ring crush variations.
CONCLUSIONS - Validation Study
Based on the two validation criteria and estimates of measurement error, the model
system appears to be valid for corrugating medium. Correction factors for some
properties may need to be applied to some of the property predictions. Two areas in
the models will require modification. A follow-up calendering test appears justified
to reconcile and confirm the conclusions of the effects of calender load.
There is some evidence of transient effects when looking at the handsheet CSF and
machine paper data but these effects could not be separated from the overall
variations in the data. Property cycling with time were responses to several causes:
1. property measurement error (no real cycling)
2. CD variability
3. semi-chem CSF and other inputs to the system (real effect)
4. unmeasured variables which changed
5. measured and controlled test variables.
6. holdups in tanks (first order lays) which propagated through the system -
diluting certain effects and propagating others
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The high level of correlations indicates several significant factors:
1. The data were highly consistent internally.
2. The major factors affecting properties were accounted for in the models.
3. Many factors which were held constant or calculated to be constant, e.g. machine
paper formation, were indeed approximately constant.
4. Those factors which did change during the trials were most probably the major
factors affecting properties.
5. The fundamental basis for predicting property development appears to be 0
reasonably well understood.
6. The properties depend on each other in a hierarchical structure beginning with
density, then tensile and elastic properties, then more derived properties such
as burst factor (and tear), then compressive properties such as STFI and flat
crush and finally highly derived properties such as.ring crush and concora. 0
7. The predictable response of the handsheet and machine paper properties to process
changes indicates that the overall model structure and concepts are consistent.
8. Areas of weakness appear to be the exact sensitivity of the contact development
with pressing and the relationship between density, bond density, modulus and
strength.
9. It appears that modulus is a function of density rather than bonding per se.
This seems reasonable because the elastic stiffnesses represent the transmission
of waves (ultrasonic) through the sheet. This should depend on the contacts
between fibers rather than the bonds.
10. On the other hand, tensile properties which depend on bond failure should relate 0
directly to bond density and strength.
11. This indicates that light calendering of this grade does not affect the bonding
in the sheet but does affect the contacts and density of the sheet.
Overall the models performed well from a statistical point of view which is the only 0
objective means of determining model validity. A transient model with CSTR's and
first order lags in the system would have been helpful. Such a system should be used
in future validation work.
Handsheet formation and pressing should be more tightly controlled in future work. 0
The handsheet data were apparently affect by variable formation and pressing pressure
which limited their utility in the validation. Possible interlaboratory differences
should be studied further.
Future validations should include the modules necessary to track CD variations through 0
the papermachine, wet press, drier and calender sections in order to utilize the CD
property data.
The effects of OCC, refining, pressing and machine speed were surprisingly small for
this grade. These effects are quantified in the following sensitivity study using the 0





Based on the analysis, the following model changes are recommended,
1. Reduce the CSF dependence of the wet compressibility model
2. Change the modulus models so they depend on bulk density rather than bond
density.
3. Change the Gurley porosity to depend on surface density rather than bulk density.
4. Increase the sensitivity of CSF to specific power for lower yield furnishes in
*· ~ the refiner models.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity analysis was performed using the model with Reel 1 conditions as the
basis to determine the expected effect of four major test variables on end-user
performance. By changing only one variable at a time using the model, it is possible
to obtain unambiguous estimates of the decoupled sensitivity of each property to a
specific variable. The four variables were OCC content from 18 to 38 %, both refiner
loads from their minimum to maximum values, third press load from minimum to maximum
and calender stack.
The sensitivity study as done without changing any of the models. In light of the
findings of the validation study, the sensitivity coefficients for the effect of
calendering on tensile properties were assumed to be zero even though the current
models predicted a drop in tensile, burst and stretch.
The sensitivity coefficients for the contact areas and bond area PAT's, Sbl, Sb2 and
Sa may change after the wet press densification model is modified.
One additional factor which determines the effect of press load on properties final
sheet moisture. In the cases above, the stream flows were adjusted to achieve
essentially constant outlet dryness. If the steam flows had not been varied, sheet
moisture levels would have dropped to 90 % for the low press load case and would have
increased to 97 % for the high press load case. In the first case, the higher
moisture would have resulted in a slight improvement in tensile properties from
calendering while in the high dryness case, the calender would have reduced tensile
strength significantly.
Table X shows the effect of dryer steam flow in combination with press load on final
sheet moisture and machine paper properties from the calender. The press loading
level interacts with the calendering (at least in the model) causing a bonding or
debonding effect depending on the sheet moisture and roll temperature in the calender
nip. This effect is independent of the basic consolidation effect of the press on the
sheet in the wet state.
0
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TABLE X: PRESS LOAD SENSITIVITY - INTERACTION WITH CALENDERING
Base High Press Low Press
Case Load Load
Third Press loading, pli 650 800 450
Outlet Consistency...... 39.9 40.9 37.2
Outlet Caliper, mils.... 12.7 12.4 12.9
Peak Pressure........... 1.45 1.93 1.08
Power Consistency, xl-_ 3 91. 111.0 76.0
Dryer Steam Flow, lb/hr. 51500 51500 50000 51500 53500
Outlet Moisture, %...... 6.5 2.4 6.9 10.0 6.9
TABLE XI: MACHINE PAPER PROPERTIES - BW 26.8 LB/1000 FT2
Base High Press Low Press
Case Load Load
Caliper, mils.......... 7.93 7.93 7.93
Density, g/cc.......... 0.650 0.650 0.650
MD Tensile, km ......... 5.73 4.70 5.73
CD Tensile, km ......... 1.97 1.97 2.40
Burst Factor ........... 22.1 22.1 29.7
Stretch, % ............. 1.88 1.54 1.88
Porosity, sec/cc ....... 22.2 22.2 22.2
MD Moduli, GPa ......... 4.03 2.93 4.04
CD Moduli, GPa ......... 1.36 1.36 1.89
STFI, lb/in ............ 14.2 14.2 17.35
Concora, lb ............ 54.2 43.5 54.2












































TABLE XII: SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS - PATs
Rescaled by 100. Defined as Change in Property/Change in Independent Variable for
Calender Stack sensitivity coefficient is defined as an absolute difference CSF
sensitivity is 100xACSF/Alndependent Variable
Refining Calender
0CC Power Stack
% ~hsp-day hird Nip on/off
Properties inc per ton load pli absolute
caliper ............ -0.55 0.0 0 1.09
Density ............ 0.06 0.27 0 -0.07
MD/CD tensile.... 0 0.0 0 0.0
Burst Factor-:..o.... 12.5 -46.8 0 0.0
MD Break Length, km 2.25 -11.3 0 0.0
CD Break Length, km 1.0 -4.6 0 0.0
Gurley, sec/cc..... 7.5 94.8 0 -2.5
Stretch, %..... 0.15 0.8 0 0.0
MD Modulus, GPa.... 0.6 0 0 -0.50
CD Modulus, GPa .... 0.2 0 0 -0.24
STFI - MD ...... o... 0.55 0 0 -0.6
Flat Crush......... 1.5 0 0 -2.35
Ring Crush......... 4.5 -17.2 0 -0.4
Concora, lb..... . -13.6 0 -2.0
CSF Primary........ 0 -3800 0 0.0
CSF Blend Chest.... -130 -2574 0 0.0
CSF Tickler Dis.... -130 -2818 0 0.0
CSF Headbox... oo... -130 -2493 0 0.0
CSF Broke.......... -130 -1787 0 0.0
PAT's at the Reel:
Yield..... .ooo... o -2.5 0 0 0.0
Kappa .... oo...-. 20.5 0 0 0.0
Hemi.. .. .. ... . ... -0.03 0 0 0.0
Ckoo00000000... 0 0 0 0.0
L9*o.oo.9*.ooo 0.5 1.62 0 0.0
0-090.9000.0 ..... 0 0 0 0.0
w96000000999000.0. 0 0 0 0.0
aw-. ..... 00.... 0 0 0 0.0
Zf- ...- .. . . ... -2.3 -7o3 0 0.0
Efoo0-00.0'..0 0 0 0 0.0
CWT.G.*000 .. 0 0 0 0 0.0
Smod........ .. ... 0 0 0 0.0
SBSTR x10-9 ...... 0 0 0 0.0
SB1.o*.*o~o.o. 0.94 8.1 0--
SB2.**. .. 0.45 -9.2 0--
AS~o*."."o90o::0 0 0 0--
Form...... ...... 0 0 0 0.0
WSO...40000... 0 0 0 0.0

































CONCLUSIONS - Sensitivity Study 
The sensitivity study showed that OCC has little effect on compressive properties but
does appear to increase some tensile properties slightly. Refining has a strong 0
effect on CSF which improves sheet density. However, the models predict a reduction
in fiber length (coincident with the CSF drop) and fiber tensile strength. These two 
factors tend to reduce tensile properties such as breaking length and burst factor.
Third nip press load has little effect on properties provided the sheet moisture
entering the calender is constant. However, this result is related to the debonding
of the sheet predicted by the current model. Since this debonding does not occur, the
interactions between the press load, moisture and calendering are probably not real
for low loads for this grade. 0
The calender stack, even at low loads, increases the sheet density and sheet
stiffnesses. There is only a small (probably not statistically significant) effect on
compressive properties. The effect on tensile properties is negligible. The models
must be corrected to show this lack of sensitivity for this load level.
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SIMULATIONS FOR MILLWIDE WITH MAPPS AND PI 
MAPPS (MODULAR ANALYSIS OF PULP AND PAPER SYSTEMS), A PROCESS
SIMULATION PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY (IPST) HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATED WITH THE
PI SYSTEM, A REALTIME INFORMATION SYSTEM MARKETED BY OIL SYSTEMS,
INC. (OSI). A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF A KAMYR DIGESTER WAS 
DEMONSTRATED AT THE 1991 TAPPI PROCESS CONTROL CONFERENCE TO
ILLUSTRATE HOW THE INTEGRATED PROGRAMS CAN BE USED BY OPERATORS
AND MANAGERS FOR PROCESS ANALYSIS.
MAPPS IS A STEADY-STATE MODULAR SIMULATION PROGRAM WHICH CAN 
PERFORM MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCE CALCULATIONS AND PREDICT PULP 
AND PAPER QUALITY PARAMETERS. THE QUALITY FEATURE, CALLED
PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE MODELING, USES THE CONSERVED PROPERTIES OF
PULP, FIBERS AND THE FIBER NETWORK TO PREDICT UNCONSERVED
HANDSHEET OR MACHINE PROPERTIES SUCH AS CSF, BRIGHTNESS, BURST,
TEAR, TENSILE, ETC.
THE PI SYSTEM IS A REALTIME INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM USED
WORLD-WIDE BY THE CONTINUOUS PROCESS INDUSTRIES TO COLLECT,
ARCHIVE, TREND, AND ANALYZE THOUSANDS OF DATA POINTS IN A PLANT.
OTHER FEATURES SUCH AS A MANUAL INPUT SYSTEM, REALTIME SQC,
REPORT WRITING, DATA SYNCHRONIZATION, DYNAMIC GRAPHIC DISPLAYS,
NETWORKING, STANDARD INTERFACES, AND A PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT -
GREATLY INCREASE THE FLEXIBILITY AND COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PI,
MAKING IT THE LEADING INFORMATION SYSTEM USED BY THE PULP AND
PAPER INDUSTRY IN NORTH AMERICA.
THE INTEGRATION OF PI AND MAPPS, AS DEMONSTRATED BY THE
CONCEPTUAL KAMYR DIGESTER MODEL, ENHANCES THE CAPABILITY FOR
PROCESS ANALYSIS VIA THE MILLWIDE NETWORK. FOR INSTANCE, THE
REALTIME DATA CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSES PROCEDURES OF PI CAN BE
USED TO SEND PROCESS DATA TO A MAPPS PROCESS MODEL AND, IN TURN,
THE MATERIAL/ENERGY AND QUALITY PREDICTIONS FROM THE MODEL CAN BE
SENT BACK TO THE PI DATABASE FOR PRESENTATION TO THE OPERATOR.
IN ADDITION TO THESE "REALTIME" PREDICTED VALUES, "WHAT IF" 0
SCENARIOS CAN BE CREATED TO PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE PROCESS DATA THAT
CAN BE USED BY OPERATORS OR MANAGERS TO DETERMINE NEW PROCESS
CONTROL SETPOINTS. SUCH PREDICTED VALUES MAY BE UTILIZED BY 0
ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS TO OPTIMIZE PROCESS AUTOMATION.
FUR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT Jim RUSHTON, IPST (404/853-9766),
OR CHARLES BOLTON, OSI (404/435-2963).
Institute of Paper Science and Technology
*
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· ~ MAPPS (MODULAR ANALYSIS OF PULP AND PAPER SYSTEMS)
* PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DATA BASE
MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES
* SPECIES DATA BASE - INITIATES QUALITY PARAMETERS
~* ~QUALITY MODELING - HANDSHEET AND MACHINE PAPER PROPERTIES
* PPI (PLANT INFORMATION ) SYSTEM
* REALTIME DATA COLLECTION, ARCHIVING, AND TRENDING
* CENTRALIZED DATABASE FOR ALL DATA SOURCES (MILLWIDE)
* REALTIME PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS AND ANALYSIS
* DYNAMIC PROCESS GRAPHICS
* REPORT WRITER
* LAB DATA INPUT SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT
The Institute of Paper Science and Technology has developed a
process simulation program, MAPPS (Modular Analysis of Pulp and
Paper Systems). MAPPS calculates process energy and material
balances for pulp and paper systems. In addition, MAPPS can
calculate quality parameters such as burst, tear, breaking
length, and brightness for cellulose fiber based nonwoven
products such as bleached market pulp. Using a system called
Performance Attribute (PAT) Modeling, MAPPS determines the
effects of processing conditions on the pulp fibers and the fiber
network and then calculates the handsheet properties of the
bleached pulp. With PAT Modeling, a simulation user can
configure a process to maximize pulp properties or, alternately, 0
optimize a process configuration to produce a product of
specified quality at the lowest cost.
KEYWORDS
Kraft pulping and bleaching, process simulation, optimization,
process analysis, product quality, MAPPS, Performance Attributes
(PATS), market pulp, nonwovens
INTRODUCTION
~* In today's economy, rapidly changing market conditions for raw
materials and products must often be taken into consideration in
~* the day-to-day operations of pulp and paper processes. Also, in
*) ~ a competitive market environment, the continued economic
viability of a product may be dependent on the actual and/or
perceived quality of that product. To add to the confusion, the
*) ~ complex process equipment and control systems that comprise
modern pulp and paper operations may sometimes overwhelm the
sensibilities of process operators, engineers, and managers.
As a result, even though certain aspects of papermaking are still
considered to be an "art," advanced sensors and control systems
~* have been developed to automate many processes. These commercial
· ~ and/or proprietary systems often function as part of a
"distributed control system (DCS)," and are usually the initial
~* applications of advanced control techniques. To increase the
· ~ utility of such systems, other applications such as expert
systems and process simulation models may be integrated into
~* advanced control strategies.
To introduce the reader to such potential applications, this
~* paper illustrates how a simulation model can be used to predict
· ~ the quality of a non-woven product, bleached market pulp, for a
specified set of operating conditions. In an actual mill
~* environment, by running the simulation program as a part of a
· ~ millwide control system, the quality parameters predicted by the
process model could be used by operators and/or process/process
~* control engineers as the basis for the determination of process
*· control setpoints (1) (2).
· ~~~~* PROCESS SIMULATION WITH MAPPS
A process simulation program has been defined as a digital
~* computer program which calculates mass and energy balances for a
· ~ process (3). Simulators are often classified as either discrete
or continuous, steady-state or dynamic, and stochastic or
~* deterministic. Using these terms, MAPPS (Modular Analysis of
· ~ Pulp and Paper Systems), the process simulation program developed
by the Institute of Paper Science and Technology, can be
~* described as deterministic, continuous, and steady-state (4).
MAPPS, like most pulp and paper simulation programs, is also a
~* modular simulator. It is comprised of a large number of
· ~ "modules," each of which is designed to calculate material and
energy flows for a particular pulp and paper unit operation.
~* Modules are currently available to simulate every aspect of pulp
and paper production, from the wood entering to the product being ·
produced. There are also economic and utility modules which
make it possible for the simulation user to determine the
operating cost/profit for a processing system.
In addition, MAPPS has the unique capability of calculating both
in-process and end-use product quality parameters, a feature
called "Performance Attribute (PAT) Modeling" (5). With PAT's, a
user may choose to configure the process to maximize pulp and
paper properties such as tear, burst, tensile, brightness, etc., ·
or, alternately, optimize the process to produce a product with
specified quality parameters at the lowest operating cost.
PRODUCTION OF MARKET PULP
Bleached market pulp is produced in the United States at many
locations by a variety of processes. A brief description of the
pulpmill and bleach plant systems selected for this study ·
follows.
PULPMILL ·
A previously developed model of an actual 500 ton per day kraft
pulpmill (Figure 1), comprised of a vapor phase continuous
digester, a diffusion washer, a three-stage drum washer, and a S
knotting and screening system was used for this study (6). Chips
enter the digester system via a chip bin where pre-steaming takes
place. Low pressure and high pressure feeders are used to ·
introduce the chips and cooking liquor into the vapor phase
digester. The chips are cooked as they pass through the
preheating and cooking zones of the digester before entering a ·
countercurrent washing zone. In the washing zone, the cooked 5
pulp is washed with liquor from the diffusion washer system which
flows countercurrent to the pulp. Excess wash liquor and ·
expended cooking liquors pass through liquor screens to a 5
two-stage flash tank system and the flashed black liquor, at
atmospheric pressure, is then pumped to the black liquor
evaporation system. 5
After passing through the blow valve at the bottom of the 5
digester, the pulp is blown to a high density diffusion washer ·
where it is washed with liquor from the three-stage drum washer
system. After being diluted, the pulp passes through the final
washing stage, a three-stage drum washer, and is pumped to high ·
density storage. The washed pulp is then knotted and screened in
a series of screens to remove any knots, shives, and fiber
bundles and the rejects are recycled back to the digester system. ·
.
~* BLEACH PLANT
At this writing, no validated simulation model of a kraft bleach
~* plant was available. Thus, a hypothetical model of a typical 500
· ~ ton per day conventional C (chlorination), E (alkaline
extraction), D (chlorine dioxide), E (alkaline extraction), D
~* (chlorine dioxide) bleach plant was used. In such a bleach
· ~ plant, chlorine is first injected into low consistency brown
stock and the stock/chlorine water mixture is pumped into an
~* upflow/downflow bleach tower with adequate retention to enable
· ~ the bleaching reactions to go to completion. The chlorinated
stock is then pumped to a C-Stage washer where the remaining
chlorine water is removed by washing the stock with clean water
· ~ or recycled washer filtrate from a subsequent bleach washer. The
washed chlorinated stock from the washer is injected with a
~* dilute solution of sodium hydroxide and drops into a steam mixer
·*- where it is heated by direct steaming to the proper temperature.
The alkaline stock then drops into a downflow extraction bleach
tower. -After dilution, the extracted stock from the tower is
~* pumped to the E-Stage washer.
In a similar manner, the stock continues through the remaining
~* bleaching stages (DED) and the final bleached stock is stored in
* a high density tank, typically bleached to a brightness of
approximately 88 - 90 GE. In specific bleach plants, many
* different variations of wash water recycling schemes, chemical
* treatments, and bleaching temperatures may be found. For
simplicity, the model used in this paper is based on once-through
* use of wash water (no recycle of washer filtrates) and no
* additions of other bleaching agents such as hydrogen peroxide,
oxygen, etc., to the conventional CEDED stages.
PROCESS SIMULATION MODELS
* To illustrate the use of PAT Modeling to calculate heat and
material balance quantities and predict product quality,
simulation models of a 500 ton per day kraft pulpmill and bleach
~* plant, as described above, were developed. The models were used
to predict the operating conditions and quality parameters for
several species of softwood and hardwood. It should be noted
~* that the utility of the models could be significantly increased
· ~ for a specific mill location by adding economic modules to
analyze the operating costs and/or profits of a pulpmill and
~* bleach plant. However, this feature is not discussed as a part
m* of this presentation.
* To use MAPPS, a flow diagram of the process to be modeled must be
* X converted to a "block" diagram, in which the blocks are
appropriate MAPPS process modules. The modules are then
*0 connected by "streams" which generally represent some physical
flow, either material or energy, in the process to be modeled. w
Process operating and/or design data, along with information 0
defining how the simulation model is to be executed, is then
written into an "input" file to form the simulation model and ·
enable it to be executed by MAPPS. After execution, all of the
calculated material and energy flow data for the process streams,
process parameters, and quality parameters are stored in an
"output" file which the user can access directly or use as an
input to other programs, i. e., spreadsheets, data bases, etc.
PULPMILL
When setting up a complicated model such as that of the above
pulpmill, a recommended first procedure is to convert the process ·
flowsheet (Figure 1) to a process block diagram (Figure 2). By
splitting the process into such "unit operations," the modeler
can more easily determine which of the MAPPS modules will be ·
required to emulate the "real" process. After selection of the
proper modules, a MAPPS block diagram can be constructed (Figure
3). A detailed description of the modeling procedure has been
reported elsewhere (6) and will not be repeated here.
BLEACH PLANT
If a specific bleach plant were being modeled, the procedure
described above would also be followed. However, as noted
earlier, no actual bleach plant flowsheets or data was
available and a hypothetical model of a CEDED bleaching system,
as illustrated by the CEDED BLEACH PLANT MAPPS block diagram
(Figure 4), was used.
OPERATING SCENARIO FOR PULPMILL AND BLEACH PLANT ·
Market conditions, wood harvesting practices, and other factors
often dictate that a specific mill site must produce both
softwood and hardwood bleached market pulp. In situations where
the production of each type is relatively equal, separate
pulping and bleaching systems may be installed. However, if the
production of one type is comparatively small, a preferred
scenario may be the use a single process line which alternately
produces hardwood and softwood pulp in the required proportion.
For either of these scenarios, the operating conditions
(chemicals, retention times, temperatures, etc.) will vary
significantly between softwood and hardwood production. In
addition, the product quality specifications and end-use 0
requirements may be substantially different.
By definition, the "steady-state" operating conditions and ·
chemical charges for the separate cooking and bleaching of
softwood and hardwood will not change. However, no real process
0
0
operates at steady state and upsets or changes in other areas of
the mill, i.e., the evaporators, recovery boiler, causticizing,
lime kiln, paper machine, etc. will often make it necessary to
adjust pulping and bleaching operating conditions and chemical
charges.
For the right combination of circumstances, i. e., operating
conditions, control system limits, product quality requirements,
species mix, etc., the alternative of producing a market pulp
containing mixtures of softwood and hardwood must also be
considered. In such cases, periodic variations in the species
mix, product quality requirements, etc., could require
significant corresponding adjustments of operating conditions
and chemical charges.
All of the above scenarios depict the variety of potential
combinations of product quality, product and raw material mix,
and internal process variations that operators, managers, and
engineers must deal with. Thus, it is easy to visualize why
advanced control techniques such as process simulation may be
required to optimally run these processes. The parametric study
which follows is a small sampling of the information that can be
generated by simulation models to assist mill personnel in
setting up and running the pulping and bleaching operations.
PARAMETRIC SIMULATION STUDY
Pulp and paper mills can be sited in the southeastern United
States to receive a wood supply comprised of mixture of hardwood
and softwood species. For this study, two softwoods (lobolly and
slash pine) and two hardwoods (an oak mixture and gum mixture)
were considered. The pulping and bleaching models previously
described were used to simulate production of each of these
species separately and of three different mixtures of loblolly
pine and oak. The pulping models were based on a production rate
of 500 tons per day of brown stock at yields of 45 percent for
softwoods and 47 percent for hardwoods. Target kappa numbers
for these pulp yields were 26 for softwoods and 15 for hardwoods.
The predicted brown stock streams generated by the pulpmill
simulations were used as input streams for the bleaching models.
A target brightness of 90° GE was used for all of the bleaching
simulations and pulp shrinkage during bleaching was calculated by
MAPPS as a function of the lignin content of the entering brown
stock and the bleaching condtions required to attain the
specified brightness level. A tabular listing of these target
process specifications is shown in Table 1.
0
INDIVIDUALLY PROCESSED SPECIES
Tables 2 and 3 summarize some of the predicted process and
quality parameters which result when species of wood are pulped ·
and bleached separately. As expected, the process conditions for
the pulping and bleaching of softwoods versus hardwoods must be
considerably different to produce the targets of yield, kappa ·
number, and brightness as specified in Table 1. Perhaps more
surprising, at least to the uninitiated observer, is that product
quality parameters such as burst, tear, and breaking length can
vary significantly for different species of softwood or hardwood,
even though processing conditions, yields, and kappa numbers are
very similar.
MIXED SOFTWOODS AND HARDWOODS
Past laboratory studies have indicated that the properties of ·
separately cooked pulp blends and those of mixed species pulping
can be predicted by simple linear blending theory (7).
Intuitively, however, one might postulate that the pulping and ·
bleaching of hardwoods at the process conditions required for
softwoods would result in significant deterioration of the
hardwood properties. A parametric simulation study of the
pulping and bleaching of loblolly pine and oak was conducted to
investigate this postulation. For this study, mixtures of 10, 20
and 30 percent oak and loblolly were run through the pulping and
bleaching simulation models. Results of the parametric study are
shown in Tables 4 and 5. It should be noted that, as the
percentage of oak was increased, the processing conditions were
moderated to reduce the postulated deterioration of the oak
fiber.
As expected, a comparison of Tables 2 and 3 with Tables 4 and 0
5 indicates that the simulation models do predict that the
properties of the loblolly/oak blend are not the same as one
would expect to be predicted by simple linear blending. Further 0
laboratory and/or mill studies coupled with an appropriate
simulation model will be required to quantify the accuracy
of these predicted simulation results.
CONCLUSIONS
The parametric studies discussed above demonstrate that
simulation models can provide useful information about the
process conditions required to produce market pulp and about the
predicted quality of the resulting product. The complexity
of the models and the utility of their predicted information
is limited only by the process knowledge and the imagination
of the user. Information from such models can be provided to
mill operations as a part of an "advanced control system" by
running the simulation models on a millwide information/control
system (1) (2).
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TABLE 1. TARGET PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATION SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD
Species Loblolly Oak ·
Slash Gum
Production (Brown Stock), TPD 500 500
Yield, % 46 52
Kappa No. 27 13
Brightness, °GE 90 90 
TABLE 2. PULPMILL PROCESS AND PRODUCT QUALITY PARAMETERS
FOR VIRGIN PULPS
SOFTWOODS HARDWOODS
PARAMETER LOBLOLLY SLASH OAK GUM
PINE PINE
Active Alkali on
Wood, % 19.5 19.5 16.0 16.0
Sulfidity, % 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Yield, % 45.8 45.8 52.0 52.0
Kappa No. 27.0 27.0 13.1 13.1
CSF, mL 709.0 693.0 647.0 610.0 0
Tear Factor 155.7 127.0 63.6 49.4
Breaking Length, Km 8.6 9.3 5.9 6.8
Burst Factor 61.0 67.0 44.0 52.3
TABLE 3. BLEACH PLANT PROCESS AND PRODUCT QUALITY PARAMETERS
FOR VIRGIN PULPS
SOFTWOODS HARDWOODS
PARAMETER LOBLOLLY SLASH OAK GUM
PINE PINE
Pulp in, TPD 500 500 500 500
Chemical Charges as
% of Entering Pulp
Chlorine 6.0 6.5 3.0 3.1
NaOH, El 3.5 3.8 1.7 1.77
Dioxide, D1 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.65
NaOH, E2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Dioxide, D2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3
Shrinkage, % 4.74 4.56 2.9 2.9
Bleach Pulp, TPD 476 477 486 486
Brightness, o GE 89.0 89.1 89.5 89.4
CSF, mL 709 693 647 602
Tear Factor 138 114 59 48
Breaking Length, Km 9.3 10.0 6.4 7.3
Burst Factor 58 63 41 49
TABLE 4. PULPMILL PROCESS AND PRODUCT QUALITY PARAMETERS
FOR LOBLOLLY/OAK MIXTURES
PERCENT HARDWOOD
PARAMETER 0 10 20 30
Active Alkali on
Wood, % 19.5 19.3 19.0 18.75
Sulfidity, % 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Yield, % 45.8 46.0 46.2 46.5
Kappa No. 27.0 24.4 21.8 19.6
CSF, mL 709 702 697 690
Tear Factor 156 146 137 128
Breaking Length, Km 8.6 8.3 8.1 7.8
Burst Factor 61 59 58 56 0
0
0
Vw ~ TABLE 5. BLEACH PLANT PROCESS AND PRODUCT QUALITY PARAMETERS
FOR LOBLOLLY/OAK MIXTURES
PERCENT HARDWOOD
PARAMETER 0 10 20 30
Pulp in, TPD 500 500 500 500
Chemical Charges as
% of Entering Pulp
Chlorine 6.0 5.8 5.5 5.2
NaOH, El 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.0
Dioxide, D1 0.8 0.78 0.76 0.74
NaOH, E2 0.4 0.39 0.38 0.37
Dioxide, D2 0.4 0.39 0.38 0.37
Shrinkage, % 4.74 4.60 4.40 4.20
Bleached Pulp, TPD 476 477 478 479
Brightness, ° GE 89.0 89.3 89.4 89.5
CSF, mL 709 702 697 690
Tear Factor 138 132 124 115
Breaking Length, Km 9.3 9.0 8.5 8.2
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Figure 4: CEDED Bleach Plant
Process Control
Integration of process simulation
with millwide information and
control
Gary LJones
The potential benefits of integration are significant, and the costs are
relatively) minor.
Process simulation programs, both steady state and
dynamic, have been used extensively by the industry for
design, troubleshooting, removing bottlenecks, and
process balancing. Because of their sophisticated formats,
these tools have remained in the domain of the research
lab or MIS shop. Therefore they are used sporadically-
when the need arises.
Simulation programs have not migrated to the mill floor
where they would have the most impact on day-to-day
operations. Downward migration has been nonexistent,
because the benefits of a process model are not apparent
unless the process simulation program is part of a distributed
control system (DCS) package or a millwide system. .
Two factors have hindered the use of stand-alone
simulation programs at the mill level: the need to build and
maintain a detailed mill model, and the difficulty in working
with the simulation programs on an infrequent basis.
With the introduction of a millwide information and
control system (I/C), the DCS is seen as one part of the
integrated information management of the mill. The
systems are now available to easily migrate the simulation
program into the mill environment. The major deterrents
to their use by mill personnel can be removed by the careful
design of process schematics and windows and by a
commitment to develop the mill model as part of the
millwide installation.
Millwide information systems embrace
a variety of techniques
Millwide system technologies have been extensively
discussed and often maligned. but there now appears to
be a growing acceptance of the concept by the industry.
Major benefits from millwide information management,












* Shop floor control
* Production monitoring.
Although many different systems may still be termed
"millwide," an I/C system should combine under a single
architecture the process control system, historical
database, and business office and management computer
systems. The system should be accessible through a single
data window as advocated by Clark and McMordie (3).
New types of information available through
integration
An integrated system should also include tools for
production management, such as trim optimization and
production scheduling as suggested by Perkins. The
millwide system is the ideal environment for a host of
productivity tools, many of which are not yet available or
are currently used in isolation. Migration of a process
simulator into the millwide system would provide the three
important new types of information not generally available
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MAPPS CTMP 1fowsneet-prerreatrnen section
1. Mass and energy balanced reconciled process data
(RedD) returned to the historical database.
2. Information not currently available through the limited
numbers and types of sensors-referred to later as
inferential information (Infl). This information also
points to new sensor applications.
3. Optimized setpoints available to the DCS (OSP).
Data reconciliation
RedD data is commonly analyzed off-line and is frequently
used to schedule boilouts in evaporator systems. In an
integrated system. RedD could provide evidence of failed
or out-of-calibration sensors and continuous data on process
energy and mass flows. Data reconciliation is accomplished
by using a linear or quadratic programming optimization
program to minimize a specially-defined objective function
between the model output (predictions) and the measure-
ments. The optimization is normally subject to a variety
of constraints and bounds. However, the key constraints
enter naturally through the laws of mass and energy and
(possibly) momentum conservation, which form the basis
for the process models. Other constraints may involve
physical or design limits. At the optimum, the reconciled
model values will approximate the measured values.
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Significant residual deviations indicate possible sensor
problems, a problem in setting up the optimization
problem, or an improperly structured model.
End-use performance + mass and energy
Infl data can take on a variety of forms and serve a variety
of uses. Unlike other simulation programs, Modular
Analysis of Pulp and Paper Systems (MAPPS) handles
not only the usual mass and energy flows but also the
difficult-to-measure pulp quality and paper property
variables called performance attributes (PATs). The
variables form the basis for more sophisticated and
predictive process models for refiners, screening and
cleaning. forming, pressing, and calendering, to name a
few, making it possible to simulate many of the subtle
effects in pulping and papermaking (4-6). In this enhanced
simulation environment, the application engineer can
develop more realistic and predictive millwide process
models. These more sophisticated models can be used to
develop and test advanced control strategies based on
inferential or model-reference control and se;point
optimization techniques.
General information such as product properties and
pulp quality-e.g.. fiber freeness, fiber length and width


















ss blocks can be presented as supervisory
.io;:. Product and handsheet ;r.;r-:ies at
: locations could be predicted fror; property
n.v and also made available. This information 'an 1b
conrr ,:ied with related operating data computed by the
process models. For example, consistencies and freeness
throughout stock prep. drainage. basis weight, moisture
and retention profiles. sheet moistures and caliper
throughout the press section, sheet brightness, scattering.
and absorption through the papermaking process could
be related to pulp and paper properties in these areas.
These data could be presented along with related process
data, such as refiner loadings, machine speeds, press
loadings, and dryer steam consumption.
Advanced control
Infl data could also provide a basis for more advanced
control algorithms such as feed forward. inferential, and
model reference control. Implementation of these ad-
vanced control strategies would depend on the cost vs.
benefit. Feedforward control would require an accurate
model as well as measurements of the process inputs.
Model accuracy and precision must be assured through
detailed validation studies prior to the development of the
systems. To assume continued model accuracy, on-line self-
tuning algorithms would be essential for full-mill model
reference control.
Perhaps a more feasible approach would be inferential
control based on new or revised feedback control loops
using Infl data. Model reference control as discussed by
Stephanopolous (7) could be used to adaptively tune
existing or modified controllers. Although the full-mill
model, which is able to show interactions across the
process, would be preferable for control, portions of the
mill could be modeled, integrated directly into the DCS,
and used to augment local control loops.
Setpoint optimization
Combinations of RedD and Infl along with cost and
production data could be used to form an overall manage-
ment goal objective function. This constrained optimization
problem, when run along with the mill model simulation,
would yield values of optimal process inputs. Many of these
inputs would represent setpoints for key process control
loops. These optimal setpoints would be made available to
the DCS or provided at the supervisory level.
The entire system could be implemented in stages with
supervisory level information as the first major milestone,
followed by evaluation of the model over a period of time.
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4. RPMIS CTMP process schematic 5. Chip feed cooler schematic
6. First pretreatment schematic
The second major milestone could be on-line data
reconciliation followed by partial implementation of model
reference control. Full integration of model reference
control would represent a long-term goal in most cases.
Operator training
Another application for a simulator with great potential
to the mill is as part of an operator trainer facility. The
integration of the simulator model system would be quite
different from that with a DCS or real-time database.
Here. the models within the simulator library would be
called directly by the trainer. The process model which
forms the basis for the dynamic simulator would be quite
different from that used for process control and data
reconciliation.
In addition to the above advantages of integration. it will
be possible to pass information between the simulator and
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other "slave" programs such as schedulers, discrete-event
simulators for shop floor management, and operator
trainers, thus enhancing the value of all subsystems.
A demonstration platform for millwide
simulation
A cooperative venture with members from both education-
al institutions and industry is in the formative stages in
Atlanta. Among the many diverse goals of the venture are
the development of new chemithermomechanical pulp
(CTM!P) technology, demonstration of energy-saving
techniques. process modeling. better understanding of the
effects of pretreatment on refining. and last but not least.
demonstration of an integrated information and model-
based simulation system. The CTMP pilot plant, based on
Sprout-Bauer refiner technology, was provided to Georgia









8. Primary refiner (defibrato!i schematic
technology was provided bh ABBCombustion Engineer-
ing in the form of a Taylor Model 300 DCS.
A real-time database and advanced control system
called RPMIS. provided by IBM. was installed. It
communicates with the DCS as shown in Fig. 1. The
MAPPS process simulation program developed by the
Institute of Paper Science and Technology (IPST) was
integrated into RPMIS so as to run as a "slave" directly
with the DCS through touch screens or through separate
RPMIS monitors. Through the process schematics.
developed through the schematic building facility of
RPMIS. the operator can view selected tag information
generated b:. MXAPPS as well as test the effects of changing
process inputs, whether or not the process is in operation.
System architecture
Process sensor data are passed to the Mod 300 system and
on to RPMIS. which logs the historical data. These data
are defined by tag names which are commonly understood
across both the DCS and RPMIS. Without the simulation
program and process model, that would be the end of the
story as far as control and information processing is
concerned. However, with the pilot model the current
values of the RPMIS tags are passed to MAPPS as input
information.
The current level of sensor data is not enough to
completely define the simulation model. Other input data
are provided directly through RPMIS or are currently
hard-wired into the data file. MAPPS communicates with
RPMIS through the .PMI!S tag names. The level of
integration is rather shallow, as will be explained later.
Each time MAPPS is scheduled to run. it is booted up
and run as a batch program. When MAPPS reads and
interprets the flat input data file containing the pilot
model. the RPMIS tags names are parsed as input data.
As these tags are interpreted, the current tag values are
read in. This is the input side of the interface. As the
simulator is run to convergence. a specially modified print
block is run. This block identifies all the MAPPS variables
of interest to RPMIS. These data are gathered by the model
and passed as arguments to the RPMIS tags through
standard subroutine calls. This output side of the interface
passes data back out to RPMIIS each time MAPPS is run.
In this way a large variety of additional (Infl) data are
passed back to RPMIS which are now available to the
operator through process schematics screens. These data
include electrical loads, moisture and temperature profiles
in the chips before and after pretreatment. fiber length
distributions and freeness development. handsheet
properties. power consumption in the refiner, and fiber
consistencies throughout the process.
Interfacing to the model
Another advantage of the integrated system over the use of
a stand-alone simulation program is the added ease of use
of the system for the occasional user such as the mill operator.
The entire window on the mill model is viewed through the
process schematics which are designed to the operator's
specifications. Both inputs to the model and outputs from
the model are passed through the process schematics or
background screens, which may contain figures or tables of
related data. It is the simplified and specific nature of this
interface which removes one of the deterrents to the use of
a simulation tool at the mill level, making the model and
simulator transparent to the operator.
Resource requirements for integration
The integration effort was relatively straightforward and
required only a few days to modify the programs. Model
development was, of course, more involved. requiring
several days to "build" the data file and tune the model.
Building the graphical interface and coding the tags
within RPMIS also took about four days. For an integrated
mill. one would expect that this effort could take
considerably longer. However, this process could be
broken down into individual process areas with each
requiring two to three weeks' time.
The relatively shallow integration results in an
inherently slower run time and degraded performance,
.meaning that not all simulation results will be available
in real time. A deeper level of integration will require
modifications to the simulation program to make the code
"reentrant." Other modifications to increase speed are to
reduce the use of menu files, reduce I/O, and continually
update the current data file. It is hoped that these
modifications will be portable to other millwide systems.
The key implementation issue remains the development
of the mill model to the degree of detail required by mill
operators and engineering.
A _nrific application-the CTMP pilot process
The MAPPS process schematics representing the CTMP
pilot system are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Each block
represents basically one physical operation in the process.
Figure 2 shows the general flow of chips through the chip
cooler, conveyors. interstage screw feeders, and pretreat-
ment vessels. Figure 3 shows the flow of chips or fibers
through the infeed screws, and refiners (defibrator and
raffinator) with an alternate path through interstage











washing. Blocks labeled "ELOAD" compute the electrical
power consumed for each of the attached blocks.
The pilot process consists of a screw feeder/conveyor
system into each of the two impregnation vessels. Compres-
sion during feeding and decompression in the impregnation
stages causes the chips to break down into a wide variety
of shapes, from toothpicks to fines. In the first impregnation
stage. the fibers absorb a solution of EDTA in water. The
second and more important impregnation stage consists of
an alkaline pulping liquor impregnation followed by a
pressurized steam impregnation.
During impregnation, the chips absorb moisture into the
lumens and cell walls, causing them to soften and ose
volatile and extractable components. Transport into the cell
lumens is primarily via Darcy's Law, while transport into
the cell walls is through diffusion subject to thermal and
chemical equilibrium. Moisture can also enter the fibers
through vapor phase diffusion in the steaming section.
Steaming also heats the chips, which also contributes
to softening. Energy transport is primarily by conduction
but also may occur through sensible heat from liquid
impregnation. Thermal softening occurs as the temper-
ature of various portions of the chips reach and exceed
the glass transition temperature. which is a function of
the chemical composition and thermal properties of the
cell wall as well as the presence of thermal softening agents
such as water.
The extent of thermal softening then affects the energy
required for fiber-fiber separation in the refiner. Ideally,
separation will occur predominantly in the S-2 layer,
creating large surface areas and improved bonding.
Portions of the chips heated above the glass transition
temperature will separate prematurely at the middle
lamella. Fibers will then be coated with lignin. with low
surface area and poor bonding potential. MAPPS models
of pretreatment and refining are designed to take these
and other interactions such as fiber swelling and surface.
area development into account.
Several of the RPMIS process schematics referred to
earlier are shown in Figs. 4-8. Touching the overview
schematic. Fig. 4, will select one of the detailed schematics.
Input data to MAPPS. such as total chip flow, and output
information from MAPPS, such as electrical loads, are
shown in Fig. 5. Touching the screen on input data brings
up a menu from which input data can be changed.
Control loops are set up to maintain specified liquor
levels in each impregnation vessel, as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. MAPPS computes the quantity of liquor absorbed or
entrained by the chips. Comparison of the computed and
measured liquor flows is one means of adjusting and
testing the transport process models used to simulate
pretreatment.
Input information required for the refiner models, such
as chip thickness, plate gap, rpm, etc., may be passed directly
to MAPPS as shown in Fig. 8. while other background
information is available by pressing "MORE INFO." This
generates additional screens showing fiber length distribu-
tion bar charts and fiber and handsheet properties.
The CTMP pilot system provides an excellent opportun-
ity to demonstrate advances in process modeling developed
at IPST as well as the enhancements to the information
system available through process simulation.
In the future, the system will be expanded to include
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an optimization program which performs a variety of
functions including data reconciliation, model tuning, and
setpoint optimization. The latter will be provided as
information and as a guide to operators.
Conclusions
The work to date has demonstrated the feasibility of
integrating a process simulation program with a millwide
data management system. The potential benefits of such an
integration are significant and the costs are relatively minor.
The key bottlenecks remain justification of the millwide
system and the effort involved in developing a mill model
to meet the specific needs of mill operations and manage-
ment. The long-range goal of achieving pr-ductivity gains
through process simulation may be at hand.lD
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